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After the big success of the AIR RACE V3, RRD has
developed a new technology to obtain an even more
performing board.
This new technology is called TPB (Thermo Plastic Belt).
The introduction of this special thermoplastic belt
positioned on the top of the board and the SDB (Sandwich
Dyneema Belt) positioned on the bottom of it make the
board 50% stiffer than any conventional inflatable board.
The TPB is a special fiber glass stringer that works only
in compression, that’s why after many tests the R&D
department decided to place the TPB on top of the board
and the SDB on bottom.
The balanced shape with wider tail combine stability
with speed and makes it easy to ride and accessible for
everyone.
Thanks to the Edge PVC soft rail, positioned under the
board tail, water flows away fast and clean without
turbulences.
This new range of boards will make you glide, and feel
the maximum efficiency stroke by stroke.
The bag is equipped with wheels for ease of moving. Its
breatable material keeps the board dry and protected
from molds.

AIRCRUISER V4

AIRTOURER V4

AIRACE V4

AIRKID - AIRSUP - AIRTOURER CONVERTIBLE V4

CRUISING

TOURING

RACE

KID, ALLROUND, TOURING WINDSUP

12’0”x31”

12’0”x32” - 12’0”x34”

10’6”x27” - 12’6”x26” 12’6”x28”
12’6”x29” - 14’0”x26” - 14’0”x29”

8’4” - 10’4” - 12’0”x32” - 12’0”x34”

900GR/M2 PVC SUBLIMATED COPPER ROLL PVC
UNIDIRECTIONAL TPB
"THERMOPLASTIC BELT"

4MM DIECUT CROCODILE SKIN EVA PAD
900GR/M2 PVC SUBLIMATED RAIL BELT

HI-DENSITY
DROPSTITCH FILAMENTS

900GR/M2 SUBLIMATED RAIL BAND PVC
SDB "SANDWICH DYNEEMA BELT"

900GR/M2 SUBLIMATED COPPER ROLL PVC
900GR/M2 SUBLIMATED RAIL BELT PVC

Rider: Francesco Leggio Ph: GPS Photographer

PRELAMINATED DOUBLE
LAYER DROPSTITCH
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Not all contributors are professional writers and
photographers, so don’t be put off writing because you have
no experience! Next issue is November 2018 with a
deadline of submissions on September 1st. Technical
Information: Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word
ﬁle with 800-1200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk.
Images should be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word
ﬁle or if preferred, a Dropbox folder will be created for you.
SUP Mag UK encourages contributions of any nature but
reserves the right to edit to the space available. Opinions
expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
publishing parent company, 2b Graphic Design. The
publishing of an advertisement in SUP Mag UK does not
necessarily mean that the parent company, 2b Graphic
Design, endorse the company, item or service advertised.
All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and all
rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

editor’s note

Summer
Well well, who’da thunk it? A decent summer in the UK with
prolonged warm and sunny conditions, temperatures in the high
20s (sometimes plus!), balmy seas, bath like inland waters and
seemingly endless days of it. As summer seasons go 2018 will
definitely be up there as one of the better ones. Oh, and did
someone say World Cup – a competition we did pretty well in all
things considered!
Needless to say there’s a buoyed up attitude as I write. Brexit
problems, Trumpisms and other political issues aside it feels as
though most peeps are happy to be out and about in the good
weather, making the most of what’s offer, and forgetting (at least for a
while) real world troubles.
Stand up paddling in the UK seems to be benefitting as well – at least
from a participation point of view. Everywhere you go boards are
strapped to roofs, hiding in vans and being bust out for early morning
sweeps, lunchtime sojourns, sunset paddles and everything else in
between. Kids in particular are enjoying the benefits of paddling while
mum and dad use it as a well being vehicle. And maybe that’s exactly
what SUP is, when all said and done. Not a race machine, not surf
platform, not white water hopper, tourer or anything else. Stand up
paddle boards simply offer a way to feel better about yourself –
whether that be paddling or just standing and floating.
Early on in the season I had the good fortune to chat with renowned
global paddle athlete Travis Grant and paddle sports luminary Steve
West (check the vid on SUPM’s website). We touched on many things
but in connection to the above comments about SUP being both
equally appealing to recreational sweepers as well as those looking for
a challenge rose their head. It’s a tightrope walk for sure.
Just as much as we want those inflatable buying types looking for fun in
the sun to continue entering SUP there needs to be something more
engaging and technical to encourage a more elite water baby into the
fold. For anyone looking to SUP from established sports like kayaking for
instance it takes a bit of digging currently to determine what else stand
up can offer outside of bobbing about during warm spells of weather.
We need new blood coming into SUP for sure but there needs to be a
nurturing of race mentalities, surf tendencies, river running mind sets,
downwind aspirations and so on. Without this stand up paddling won’t
remain the diverse and versatile discipline it currently is. There’s no
doubt it’s a tricky job. Hopefully here at SUP Mag UK we’re succeeding
in delivering a broad and balanced range of inspirational content to
help give as wide a view of stand up as possible. We’ve a lot to still
cover and we can’t do it without your support, so thanks for being part
of the journey.
In the meantime one thing you guys can help with is educating
newbie paddlers in the ways of the paddle. If you’ve a mate or newly
‘joined up’ family member then why not show them the ropes in
waves? Perhaps take them off on an overnighter somewhere more
remote than their usual paddling grounds. What about a mellow
downwind run intro to this side of stand up? There’s loads you can do.
Who knows, they may discover a part of SUP that they never knew
existed or had considered before.
Enjoy the mag, the rest of high season and we’ll see out for a punt.
Tez Plavenieks, September 2018
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
Twitter: @tezwoz. Instagram: @tez_plavenieks_sup_wind
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DREAM
BIG
B –
SHINE
S
BRIGHT
B
—

Slay every day with our specialised women’s
collection! Bold, daring and with a sprinkling of style
and grace, our Diamond boards are hot performers.
Embracing the demands of the technical paddler or
delivering confidence to the newbie, the range is fun,
functional, lightweight and every girl’s best friend.

RIDERS
ALICE ARUTKIN, BEA SANCHEZ DIAZ, MARÍA ANDRÉS
R
PHOTO MANUEL GRAFENAUER

WWW.FANATIC.COM/SUP
K66 UK LTD, T 01903 230577,, SALES@K-66.COM, W WW.K-66.COM

INFO@OSHEASURF.COM
01758 613111
WWW.OSHEASURF.COM
ALICE SUP YOGA, PHOTO BY: TOBY LE RAY
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Interview:
Peter Tranter
Pics:
Starboard International,
Anae Anderson and
John Carter (APP)

Connor Baxter
The fastest man on the planet and his
need for speed…
Connor has been the face of SUP racing from the tender age of
15, when as a wide-eyed teenager lining up against legends of
the sport such as Dave Kalama, Livio Menelau and Mark
Raaphorst, he beat them all on a 26-mile paddle in the firstever standup Maui 2 Molokai race. Since then he has won that
title eight times in a row, alongside a raft of other renowned
SUP titles and at the age of only 23, is the world’s number one.
Baxter's downwind paddling skills are second to none and he
practices his skills on his home waters of the North shore, Maui.
This year Connor and an ensemble of SUP stars such as Kai Lenny, Michael
Booth, Casper Steinfath, Candice Appleby and Shae Foudy came to London over
the weekend of 7-8th July to take part in the first leg of the APP World Tour.
Before the event, we had a chance to catch up with Connor to discuss his career,
highlights and maybe what the future holds.

No intros needed but if you’re remembered for one thing in
SUP – what would it be?
Winning Maui to Molokai at 15 years old!

Do you have any favourite conditions for racing or are you
happy with whatever comes your way on the day?
I’m an easy going guy, so all conditions are fine with me, however, downwind
is my favourite.

11
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Besides the obvious board and
paddle – what will be the first
piece of equipment you pack for
any competition?
I would pack my board repair kit with
extra leash strings, vent plugs, handles,
screws, tools and board repair items like
solarez and ding stick.

You manage to head overseas
fairly frequently – where do you
usually aim for and what
appeals about this location?
Every year I go to Europe for a month or
two for the summer race season over
here. I definitely love hanging out in
Hossegor, a small French surf town in the
Basque region.

Where’s your fave place to
compete?
I love Hood River because it has the
perfect standing waves downwind run
and is also a cool small town with a
strong water sport community.

Describe to us why competing
in the APP World Tour is
important to you?
It was the first world tour for the sport and
I’ve been following it for almost a decade
now, which has been filled with some epic
battles and some great victories.

What’s in the calendar for the
rest of 2018?
Going to be competing in Hood River, the
APP tour, PPG and ISA worlds, if I am on
the team for the USA.
13
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What does it mean to be a
Starboard rider?
It means everything to me because I
have been with the company since the
age of five. Starboard is so much more
than just a board company and gives
back to both the community and the
world with their environmental
endeavours and policies.

What advice would you give to
aspiring paddlers looking for
sponsorship opportunities?
Never give up and keep working for the
things you love. It isn’t always easy
getting sponsors at first but if you are
persistent and keep trying, you will
eventually find companies that fit
your values.

If you had to choose one last
thing you wanted to achieve
within SUP before giving it up,
what would that be and why?
My goal has always been to win M2M for
a decade of dominance, so I am hoping
next year to make that dream come true.

How do you keep the SUP stoke
going as well as motivating
others to get involved?
I try to always take in each moment and
appreciate all the places I am travelling.
I always look around at all the stoked
faces at races and remember how I felt
when I first started. There is always
going to be highs and lows, but it’s a
crazy ride that I wouldn’t change for
anything!

Would SUP in the Olympics
motivate you?
Yes, that has always been my dream. I
would love to compete at that level and
represent my country in the Olympics.

Can you tell us about one stand
out moment throughout your
career?
Last year, when I won both the distance
and course race at the Pacific Paddle
Games, that was definitely a stand out
moment for me in my career thus far.

Downwind or surf?

Biggest rival?

How do you manage the
physicality of the sport and the
inevitable wear and tear on the
body?

Don’t really have any at the moment.

Have any dietary requirements
to help with your riding?

I do recovery on my down time such as
going in the sauna or rolling out. I also
get massages and stretch very often to
keep my body loose and pliable.

I eat almost all organic and try to eat a
low inflammation diet but travelling
means it’s hard sometimes.

What do you do to wind down
and relax?

How’s married life?
It’s been awesome and definitely the
most amazing thing I have ever done in
my life. She is my best friend, so being
able to travel around the world with her
and create so many memories is
incredible.

Spend time at home with my wife and
relaxing is always the best. I also love
doing other water sports when I have
time off from training.

Surfing.
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If we came round to your place
for dinner, what’s on the menu?
We’ve been making sweet potato
gnocchi lately and it’s the bomb!

Any final shout outs?
All my sponsors, Salt Life, Maui Jim,
Starboard, Black Project and Harmless
Harvest.

Thank you so much Connor for your time
and all the very best for the rest of 2018
from us all here at SUP Mag UK.
15
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UP
NORTH
SUP touring Germany’s
Frisian Islands

Words: Tobias Hatje
Pics: Lars Jacobsen
Tobias Hatje, Klaas Voget and Arrianne Aukes head off on tour
with inflatable SUP boards, beginning at the North Sea island of
Langeoog and heading across Baltrum to Norderney. Read on
for how the threesome’s adventure panned out.
If I see a lake, I don’t need the sea anymore. Such game-changing things are quite common
in East Friesland. And the Frisians mean it seriously and literally: What you generally call a
lake in standard German, for example Bodensee or Wannsee, is no small pool like the
Lütjensee. People here at the coast call this a sea. And the North Sea – the real one, the real
sea – they call East Frisian lake. Whatever! Whether lake or sea, we are going on the water
for a paddle.
17
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We inflate our three Fanatic touring SUPs with summer weather in effect at the beach of
Langeoog. Luggage is packed in waterproof bags and secured to boards. Beside the author
there are two real Friesians with us: Klaas Voget, raised in Aurich and now a professional
windsurfer and board developer, it’s a home game. A SUP tour between the Frisian Islands
has been on his bucket list for a long time. Arrianne Aukes, from the Netherlands, also a
professional windsurfer, is used to the fresh wind and the abrasive water of the North Sea.

Langeoog to Baltrum
Our mission: paddle via SUP from Langeoog to Baltrum, camping overnight before
continuing the next day to Norderney Island. When we left Langeoog, chief Hinrik
Dollmann came over and said we should keep an eye on position and course. In the past
he has managed the surf school, today the whole island, so knows the area well. We heed
his advice.
The sea today is even like the language in this region: soft. Klaas has experienced a lot of
good windsurf sessions at Norderney. Rough, with enormous waves and sometimes so
stormy, even the gulls keep away. Today they fly smoothly through the air, use a weak wind
for a little boost and look out for crabs and other goodies. Contrasting sums things up.
Three hours later we land with the ferry on Langeoog to start our tour again. We spot our
goal point for the day: the northern beach of Baltrum. Seven inhabited east Frisian Islands
string like a pearl necklace in front of the coast of lower Saxony. In the west is Borkum, in
the east Wangerooge bookends the area. Often there are only a few kilometres distance
between single sand heaps, but even during less wavy periods and tidal flows you can
paddle very shallow areas.
Through narrow deep channels the water flows with great speed and power from the
northern side of the island into the Wadden Sea, which spans between the mainland and
the islands. We do not choose the direct route for the passage among Langeoog and
Baltrum, instead we paddle in the direction of the open sea, to avoid the strongest current.
However, already the remaining flow is enough to cause small waves from all directions,
which makes it hard to stand on our boards. We arrived in the shadow zone off Baltrum
Island, the glassy water as we drew closer making our approach quite easy.

19
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Camping at the beach is actually not
allowed, but the chief of Langeoog told the
manager of Baltrum our plan, so we’re given
a pass for the night.

Tourists
The nice thing about Baltrum is that it is
only five kilometres long. On almost all
islands, cars aren’t allowed; you drive, cycle
or walk. There are around 500 habitants and
in the summer an extra 3,000 tourists share
the beach, dunes and grasslands. For
Arrianne this is her first big tour on a SUP
board. She found it took much longer to
paddle into head winds than first thought. It
was certainly an eye opening trip in many
for ways for all concerned.
The next morning the wind changed
direction but, again, made the journey to
the next island a hard workout. Arrianne
chose to get a taxi rather than slog it out
whereas Klaas and myself put heads down
and grind to the finish.

Stand up for Ostfriesland
The islands are perfect for little and big sea
adventures.The described route from
Langeoog to Norderney takes two days and
one night. If you fancy doing the same you
should bring a little SUP experience and
watch for a window of good weather. Less
wind and waves make this journey easier. It
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is important not to plan the route against
the direction of the wind. Be careful
between the islands because there are
strong currents. Information on ferry
connections, island details and watersports
centres can be found at the following:
www.langeoog.de
www.norderney.de
www.baltrum.de

Equipment type: light
and compact
You should pack the following:
1. A small, light sleeping bag, with down
filling. We used the Fever Zero by Yeti.
2. A drybag weighing no more than 10kg.
3. Warm clothes because of the cold
nights.
4. Repair kit, multitool, cable ties, Gaffa
tape and spare fin bolts.
5. First aid kit.
6. Snacks for the journey. Buy your meals
on the islands.
7. A compact camping stove and cartridge,
pot, bowl, plate and cutlery.
8. Light weight tent or canvas offers
protection against wind and rain e.g.
Hubba Hubba by MSR.
9. Headlamp, waterproof case for your
smartphone, small towel and something
like a Restube safety belt.

21
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Slowly, slowly. Softly, softly.

TEACHING YOUR

KIDS
TO
SUP & SURF
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Fi & Tez Plavenieks
This isn’t a ‘sit your offspring down and coach them through stand up/surf
technique’ article. It’s more an observation piece about inspiration,
imparting your passionate vibes and then having your wee ones make
their own decision as to whether they want to get involved or not. This is
how it’s been for the Plavenieks family and getting our kids into stand up
and surfing.
For our eldest, Molly, it’s be a road of familiarisation from the start. With me as her dad, and a mum
who also participates in many forms of watersports also, she’s been surrounded by colourful boards,
paddles and (windsurfing) sails since exiting the womb and coming into the world. On top of this our
locale, with 360* of water, and easy access to the beach has only added to this conditioning. That
word though conjures up images of pushy parents forcing their kids to like something when they’re
blatantly not interested. Yet for our family we genuinely let our kids decide for themselves – even
baby Oscar (as much as is possible with a sub-one year old). Asking the question, “would you like to…
?” is important. But before I go off on a parenting methods tangent I’ll stop. Suffice to say Molly has
had the stimulus she has and that seems to have paid off.
The second piece of the puzzle has been increasing her water confidence over time. Having swimming
lessons from early on, more from a safety point of view than anything (after all, we live close to tidal
waters), has been of high priority. She’s also been for mellow floats on kayaks, bodyboards and SUPs
when UK weather has allowed. All of this experience will have been processed and logged in the
memory banks. Keeping her play fun is also a must. Trying to get a two-year old to actually use a
paddle properly, as I’ve seen elsewhere, isn’t a method we’d choose to use.
As you can tell from the described those foundations have been laid from the start, leading to a recent
overseas trip where something changed and the switch was fully flicked. Now edging closer to four,
Molly’s imagination was really captured during this particular sojourn.
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Location
Location is worth thinking about. We
ventured back to a quiet nook on Greece’s
mainland which we know to be very kiddy
friendly due it having an idyllic beach with
a sand bank a metre or so offshore. This
creates a narrow channel running parallel
to the sand with super shallow water the
further out you head. Thermometer
readings in the 30s also help.
Being back in a familiar place with user
friendly (inflatable) equipment, courtesy of
O’Shea, meant Molly could jump on and off
the board as she saw fit. But it was the
small breaking wavelets on the sand bank
that really helped prick her interest.
How many of you have learned to surf? If
you’ve gone through the process then you’ll
no doubt recall those easy going
yellow/blue foamies everyone starts out on.
And whilst they’re great I can’t help but
wonder why SUPs aren’t used more to teach
people to surf. After all, a stand up paddle
board will catch the smallest of ripples –
even with a fully grown adult aboard – keep
its momentum, be wide and stable enough
to give riders time to practice their pop up
and still be relatively manoeuvrable. As
much as foamies are easy iSUPs are even
easier to learn these skills.

Confidence increased
With ankle biters in effect it was simply a
case of nudging Molly gently into a roller
and encouraging her to stand up. With me,
or sometimes my wife, hanging off the back
during those first few goes her confidence
increased. A few falls into shallow water
proved there was nothing to fear should she
wipe out. And then it was going it alone. In
no time Molly was giggling and asking for
more. Repeating time and again saw that
muscle memory increase which before long
meant she was enjoying her time
SUPing/surfing on auto pilot.

After a few days we actually changed
location, this time being confronted with
much more in the way of a watersports
vibe. There were also plenty of other (older)
girls showing what’s what on the brine. This
just fuelled Molly’s fire further and with a
new set of ripples to ride she was in her
element. In some cases our little girl would
paddle herself into waves. You can see from
the accompanying pics just how much she
enjoyed it. And the comments from fellow
parents and centre staff reflected this.
As stated at the start of this article there’s
no right or wrong way to get your kids into
surfing and stand up paddling. Our journey
with Molly has been a purposefully slow
burn. There’s never any way to guarantee
interest either – they either will or won’t.
And it’ll be the same strategy with Oscar.
The main point is to not force the issue.
And also accept that your offspring may
never be that bothered by the same things
that interest mum and dad. Hopefully
though SUP’s stimulus will steer them
towards other similar sports.
It’s hard not to make an article such as this
sound gushing. There’s also more than one
way to skin a cat, as the saying goes. Giving
your kids opportunity is the most
important part, whilst allowing them to
decide for themselves whether they want to
pursue the activity in question. Slowly,
slowly. Softly, softly.
***Note: Oscar is also coming along nicely
with him enjoying the odd float. It’ll be
interesting to see if he takes to SUP/surf as
well. ***
Thanks to O’Shea Surf who helped with
this article.

Following that initial first day, the bay
flattened off but the seed was most
definitely sown. Each morning we would be
asked if paddle boarding was on the cards.
No cajoling from us parents. Instead there
was a genuine want and desire to go afloat.
We’ve paddled round with Molly in between
legs on SUPs before. The difference this
time around was there being much more
confidence and familiarity with the motion.
She also took the paddle on a few
occasions, which again is great
foundational experience for latter SUP
sojourns of her own.
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Each morning we would be
asked if paddle boarding
was on the cards

For kids that love
getting wet!
Look, no towels!

www.quikdri.co.uk
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A world
Circumnavigating Mallorca’s
555km coastline by SUP update
Words and photos: Soller to Soller
In SUPM’s last issue we published a story about the plans of Cat Friend
and Valerie Bisbal who were planning on circumnavigating the
Balearic island of Mallorca by stand up paddle board. Well, we’re
happy to report that the intrepid duo have completed the challenge
and helped raise awareness about the ocean’s plastic pollution
problem. Here’s the update.

The length of the event, stamina
requirements, risks of weather, sea and
safety put the adventure into expedition
status requiring the girls to produce risk
plans.

Two young women creating awareness of
the ocean plastic problems during a 24day expedition coping with severe weather
and proving their stamina and endurance.
The pair have raised more than £15,000
(€16,000) for Marine Conservation.

The challenges include the Jurassic north
coast where hostile 300-metre cliffs
plunge directly into the sea permitting
few places to shelter when the weather
turns rough.

Cat Friend (British) and Valerie Bisbal
(Mallorcan) have become the first people
to circumnavigate the Spanish island of
Mallorca (Majorca) on SUP boards.
Previous attempts in 2015 failed.

Unseasonal storms at the end of the first
week caused major problems for Cat and
Valerie. There were three blank days due
to the weather and for other days strong
headwinds meant they only achieved half
their target distance. Thunderstorms
caused further down-time – as the two
avoided the danger of lightning when on
the water with a carbon paddles.

Leaving from Port Soller on June 1st 2018
they paddled the 555km coastline in 24
days. The two began training in February;
a combination of paddle practice; weight
training for strength and cardio for fitness.
They took professional advice on their
technique to ensure they could contend
with the hardships of paddling up to six
hours per day.
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FIRST!
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Scares and pains
Scares occurred when being within 60 metres of a
car ferry in Alcudia Bay and later finding
themselves in a bloom of jellyfish where they had
no choice but paddle on.
Exhaustion, muscle burn, back and wrist strain
caused them to contemplate, on several occasions,
about their ability to achieve the goal. “On the
seventh day we were quite downhearted” says Cat
Friend, “the weather seemed against us, our bodies
were suffering and camping overnight in poor
conditions took its toll.” Overall the journey took 24
days involving up to six hours on the water each
day, and 4-4.5 hours of purposeful paddling.
Having trained and committed themselves and with
the assistance of a sports physio they pulled
through and once the weather improved they
caught up with the demanding schedule.

Stunning sights
“We saw some stunning sights on the way,” says
Valerie “I have lived here all my life, but the chance
to explore remote caves and coves was fantastic.
We had clear blue bays, paddled with dolphins,
manta-rays and in blooms of jellyfish but sadly we
saw much more plastic than wildlife.”
The expedition created a large following on Spanish,
British and German social media, the girls were
recognised around the island. Followers escorted
them in boats across the bays of Pollenca and later
across the shipping lanes of Palma.

Routine
Life became a routine. Wake around 04.30am eat,
apply vast amounts of sunblock and insect
repellent. Check and recheck weather and wind
forecasts. Paddle from 05.00 until 11.00 before the
wind increased, regularly drinking water and eating
energy bars. Then shelter from sun, eat, drink water,
sleep for a couple of hours.
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The venture is in aid of Asociacion Ondine, a
Balearic based marine conservation charity.
The main aim is to raise awareness of the
problems of plastic in the seas and oceans.
Local schools have watched Cat and Valerie
and invited them to come and talk to the
children about the expedition and cause.
“It’s not possible to be active in the sea
without acknowledging the ocean plastic
crisis,” reflects Cat Friend, “Raising money
for marine conservation was a natural fit.
We saw plastic everywhere, every day at sea
and on the beaches.”

Starboard
Cat and Valerie used Starboard SUP boards,
donated by the makers. En-route each girl
carried 20kg of kit in dry bags and seven
litres of water. Other equipment included
safety, camping and food as supply teams
could not meet them every day. Each
morning they would clean the beach they
slept on; plastic straws, lighters, bottle tops
and bags were the most common finds.
“Finding so much litter on the beaches just
spurred us on for the next paddle. If we can
get people to see what we are doing and ask
why then we're getting everyone to think
about plastic and the health of our oceans.”
Cat and Valerie completed the round the
island trip to a large welcome in Port Soller
where boats, yachts, canoes and
paddleboards escorted them in to the port.
A crowd of friends and followers were on the
beach to welcome them. “It was an
emotional welcome” says Cat, “we were
overwhelmed by the impact we had
created, we hope we have done our bit for
marine conservation – at least for 2018.

About Cat Friend
It is still the as the Spanish conquistadores
named it. It is somehow different from our
old European patterns. In terms of history
but also in terms of geography, landscapes
and road network. It is a place where you
can shoot perfect waves and shoot
wonderful wildlife with your camera. So
many beaches, reefs, rights, lefts, volcanos,
forests, dry lands, wetlands and
earthquakes. So many things in such a
small piece of land, stuck between two giant
continents and two giant oceans.

About Valerie Bisbal
Valerie Bisbal (41) has lived in Port Soller all
her life. Married with 2 grown up children
and a 5-year-old, she didn’t envisage being
involved with a project of this scale. She has
had to take time out from the family
restaurant business in Port Soller to embark
on Soller to Soller.
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Cat and Valerie met in 2017 when Cat was on
holiday in Mallorca. They talked about the
idea of going around Mallorca by SUP and
worked on a plan. Once sponsors like
Starboard signed up it began to take shape!

For further information:
http://www.SollertoSoller.com or follow
progress
at https://www.facebook.com/sollertosollerSU
P/ or on Instagram @sollertosoller.
Information on Asociación Ondine is available
through the web-site.

About Mallorca
Mallorca (Majorca to many people) lies 200
km off the south eastern coast of Spain in the
Balearic Sea. It is a popular holiday
destination for Europeans with more than
three million German and two million British
people visiting each year. Major holiday
resorts include Palma, Magaluf and Pollenca.
Port Soller the start and finish point of this
venture is on the north coast surrounded by
mountains.

Primary sponsor
The boards were provided by Starboard. They
are leaders in environmental conscience
within the industry. For every board they sell
they collect 2kg of plastic from the ocean, or
some 200 plastic bags per board.
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Francais
Family
SUP adventures with the Bradshaws
Words and pics: Emma Bradshaw
We hop on a plane to Bordeaux, jump in a hire car and head to the
beautiful beaches of south west France for a week of sunshine, sunsets,
surf and wine… However, that was 10 years ago and holidays are a bit less
effortless now; with two little people and one campervan, things works a bit
differently these days, but we still manage to get our French Atlantic fix.
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This year, despite the “wash one, wear
one” manta, the van is still heavily
loaded with boards, bikes and beach
toys, for the trip on the overnight
ferry to Caen and the drive down to
the Gironde. Myself, my husband and
our 7 and 5 year olds are staying in
our campervan at one of the always
reliable Yelloh Village campsites, Le
Grand Pins, in Lacanau Ocean.
The pitch is spacious and set amongst
the pine forests that dominate the
area. The site is friendly and
brilliantly set up for families: it’s close
to town but most importantly for us
has direct access through the sand
dunes to the beach and rolling surf perfect for the seasoned bodyboarder
(my husband), amateur white-water
ripple rider (me) and two keen little
wave jumpers (our kids).
This year there is another addition to
our family toy list - an inflatable SUP.
We were first introduced to SUPing on
a Cornish beach in the mid-noughties
- we had great fun for a couple of
afternoons but bulky (not to mention
expensive) hard boards were a pain to
cart around, so SUPing was confined
to a brief holiday romance. However,
the rapid progression of inflatable SUP
technology has opened the door for
us to have more water craft fun. For
our needs inflatable boards are
perfect and, packed down, they are
incredibly easy to get around. RRD’s
AirRace is piled into the back of our
van along with everything else and
we’re away.
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Temperatures

Huge lakes

The weather in Lacanau Ocean at the end of
May is a little mixed but overall it’s great for
us – a temperature in the early 20s, sunshine
and light cloud, some impressive
thunderstorms, but consistently beautiful
evenings. We enjoy a couple of great beach
days – with a consistent swell of around 4ft,
it’s a bit beyond our SUP skillset and the waves
are too tempting for the barrel seeking
boardboarder still lurking in my 40-something
husband. Whilst he’s hanging around out
back, the kids and I enjoy the white water; the
sea temperature is surprisingly moderate for
the time of year, but the kids don’t last too
long before we’re back to the beach for sand
castles and a picnic.

A more overcast day presents us with a
great opportunity to get out on the paddle
board and to explore another great feature
of the area – the huge lakes. Whilst our surf
hungry neighbours head to beach to catch
some waves, we pack up our bikes to make
the 6km journey to Etang de Lacanau. Our
old bike trailer, used a couple of years ago
for transporting two toddlers, is now a very
useful tool for carrying all of our
paraphernalia for a trip to the lake –
including SUP and three piece paddle.
On an overcast Wednesday in late May,
Etang de Lacaunau, with its small sandy
beach, is deserted when we arrive.
Lifeguards, hire places, and inflatable water
parks have not yet set up for the summer,
but there’s a cafe across the road and it feels
perfect. The lake is shallow enough for the
kids to feel happy mucking about the on the
board and deep enough for them to use the
paddle board as a launch pad for big jumps
into the water. And, whilst the board we are
using, is more geared towards performance,
it is still stable enough for my husband to
ferry both children around for a mini-cruise.
The design of board also keeps it going so
straight that paddling against the wind is
significantly easier and a tour of the lake
keeps my husband occupied for an hour or
so. I also enjoy an easy paddle on the flat
water. All this is testament to the board’s
versatility.
After a fun day on the water, we head back
to the campsite – the glorious evening sun
is out and we still have time for a swim at
the campsite pool, some happy hour
cocktails and a kids mini-disco, of course.

The usual trappings of a
French holiday
As well as beach and lake action, we also
manage to squeeze in a sneaky trip to the
onsite adults only spa whilst the kids are in
kid’s club, a pine forest run and a forest-lake
cycle. We also enjoy all the usual trappings
of a French holiday – plenty of croissants,
some great food and fabulous wine.
So perhaps not all that much has changed
after all. We still got our week of sunshine,
sunsets, surf and wine, but with the
welcome addition of some family paddling
fun and two lovely little people to enjoy it
with.
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SUP WW waterfall
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FOURNEL CANYON

mission on
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Words and pics: Gautier Boudat
At the beginning of July, at the same time as the Durance valley
White Water Festival (http://durancefestival.com/esprit-concept/)
was taking place, I booked an appointment with the American Dan
Gavere (white helmet) and Frenchman Nico Fayol (blue helmet), to
paddle the Fournel Canyon with the Rapid Air 9,6 SUP from
Fanatic.
The canyon is close to the city of
L’Argentière-la-Bessée and 20 minutes from
Briançon, where the festival was taking
place. The canyon’s source is from the Pic de
la Cavale (2,983m) and you paddle the top
part of the river, where it has many drops
from one to seven metres. It’s the third time
that Nico has paddled on this spot and finally
it’s a good one for him, as the melting snow
of the winter make it exceptional and just at
the right moment to ride this Alpine spot!
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https://goo.gl/maps/PC4woUwQm7B2

When we arrived there was already a group of
kayakers paddling the spot. They made it
really easy to see exactly where it was
possible to jump and the lines needed to
complete the drops, especially the first part
with its six drops from one to four metres.
Nico went in first in and trust me it was a little
alien to be in the middle of the kayakers.
The drop goes well and the landing is more
or less clean… but everything’s good and so
Dan follows where for the next hour they
jumped all the drops, which was enjoyed by
all. Not all the drops were clean, but they
finished all of them, with more or less a
good style!
Unfortunately we had stop our paddling to
go back to the festival, so there was not
enough time to make the perfect run!
However, next time for sure, as it’s a great
playground to jump drop in SUP and Dan
and Nico will make the perfect line!

Nico

Dan
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FLYING INTO THE UNKNOWN

FOILING
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ExPERIENCES WITH

SAM GREEN
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Jono Carmichael and Kitty Gregorell
Dual national ripper Sam Green splits his time between summers in Greece
and winters in Oz. A fan of the foil, firstly from a wind driven point of view, Sam
quickly adopted the SUP and surf options taking flight to Australian waves.
With foilers predominantly sticking to one hover discipline we caught up with
Sam to find out about his learning curve across multi-airborne tools.

Tell us when you first came across foiling and what your
initial thoughts were?
To be honest when I first saw it I was pretty underwhelmed and thought it was a fad that
wouldn't take off and didn't appeal to me. It wasn't till I was convinced to have a go that
it started to excite me.

When did you think: ‘yep, I’ll have a piece of that!’ How long
from then did it take before you managed a dabble?
Well as soon as I got on the windfoil for the first time I was hooked! The progression and
sensation were a huge turn on for me and I was out in all conditions that I could be trying it.

Which area of foiling did you gravitate to first?
For me it was the windfoiling that I first tried and was attracted to due to my windsurfer
background and the application of windfoiling being the best conditions are when it’s not
windy enough to sail normally. However as soon as I had the sensation I was desperate to
try it in the surf as I have surfed since my childhood in Sydney, Australia.
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How long did it take for you to
get comfortable with this?
The comfort on any foil comes faster than
you think, at least for me and the people I
have foiled with. But control can take a
while, haha!

And then SUP foiling – when did
the opportunity to get stuck in
here crop up?
When I was working for the only windsurf
shop left in Sydney this European winter I
had access to two different SUP foil
setups and started doing it as soon as I
was comfortable on a sub 100L board.

What are the key things to be
aware of when heading out to
foil in waves?

dangerously those vibes stay positive but
for sure you do get some dirty looks from
locals when you head out at their break.

Kit selection is key. You must be
comfortable on the board you are using
before you even consider putting a foil on
it. Go somewhere quiet with a friend. You
do not want other people in the line up.
Outer reefs or deep water beach breaks
are perfect.

Talk to us about the kit you
used/use for SUP foiling.

Any memorable crashes or near
misses?
Yeah for sure the best crashes I've had
have been scorpioning the wind foil
(where the board rolls over and the foil
swings up behind you! And a few full
board flips on the surfboard where you
need to catch the foil on the way down to
avoid landing on it. I also managed to
snap a carbon paddle blade when I ran it
over with the foil whilst paddling.

How did you find it compared to
windfoiling?
It was a bit harder and required more
patience to find the right conditions and a
quiet beach to learn on but the sensation
of flying without a sail is genuinely more
exciting and allows you to focus entirely
on the foil.

As far as near misses more than I'd like to
admit. Worst was first time on the surf foil
I nearly hit a little grom which was both
embarrassing and scary.

Did flying with a sail help when
transferring skills to hovering
in waves?

And what about others in the
line up – how did they receive
you and what was the general
vibe with a foiler in the pack?

For sure! The skills are all transferable and
I had moved past the fear of the foil
during my windsurf foiling. But the
sensation on the SUP or surfboard are
more pure and teaches you much
more about the foil that then
helped with my windfoiling more
than windfoiling did for SUP.

Very dependent on the way you approach
it and the breaks you ride at. Most people
are very excited by it and want to speak to
you about it. I've had sessions that took
nearly an hour to reach the water because
so many people stop you for a chat. When
you’re out there as long as you give
people space and
don't ride

I was using a Fanatic Stubby 7'10 with the
Naish surf wing large to begin with then
moved onto a Naish Raptor with the same
foil. Both boards worked really well at 95l
but the Raptor was a little better as it’s a
bit shorter and therefore more responsive.

Anybody else taking those first
steps with you or did you go it
alone?
I was the only one learning at the time
but I was as much as possible surfing with
other foilers both for safety and learning
purposes. I'm a big believer in it being
much safer than people think but you
should still make a conscious effort to
minimise your risks.

As we understand you’ve also
been playing with surf foiling?
How’s that been compared to
the SUP version?
Surf foiling is interesting, To begin with it is
super hard physically to paddle the board
with that much drag and such a small
board and catching waves proved really
difficult. However, once you are up the
sensation is even better than on the SUP
and the responsiveness is out of this world!

Out of all the foiling disciplines
which one do you prefer?
Genuinely I don't have a favourite. They
all have their perks: windfoiling and kite
(not that I’ve tried it) have the most
application by seriously increasing the
wind range in which you can go out and
have a good time. SUP foiling is the
easiest to take up and get involved in the
waves and much like normal SUP surfing
your wave count is much higher than on a
shortboard. Surf foiling is the purest and
most responsive and if I had to pick the
best sessions on a foil out they have all
been on a surfboard.

And which one do you think has
the most mass appeal to
everyday riders? Why?
Windfoiling is definitely the most
accessible but SUP has the most potential
for growth due to the sports large
following and the comparative ease of
getting a foil box put onto your board. As
well the physical demand is much lower
on a SUP allowing for longer sessions and
a higher wave count.
45
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The best advice you can give a newbie SUP foiler is…?
Remain calm haha! Like anything you want your body to be loose and not locked up due
to nerves. Take gear you are comfortable on and go with someone else to a nice quiet
break with deep water and a mellow take off – a crumbling reef break is ideal. As far as
protective gear goes: helmet, impact vest etc., it’s all about personal preference and
making yourself as comfortable. And lastly, if you can, GO BEHIND A BOAT! This is the
safest and easiest way to understand the foil and you don’t need to go fast – between 810 knots is plenty. You learn how it works, how to recover from breaches and can even
start to practice pumping and turning on the wake in a very controlled environment.

Any plans to coach SUP/surf foiling (note: Sam already teaches
windsurf foiling in Greece)?
Thanks and praise?
Just to my family for
introducing and
supporting the
waterman lifestyle to me
and obviously to my
sponsors and the people
who have supported my
foiling. Club Vass,
Boardwise, Venti 20,
Windsurf N Snow and
Windgenuity. Big ups to
all of you guys!

Definitely on my radar. I believe in the sport’s progression and I think it will really ramp
up in the next five years as the gear gets better and cheaper so for sure I’m not ruling it
out. For now I am trying different set ups and experimenting with different types of
breaks to learn the best formula for learning.

What are your foiling plans for the rest of 2018?
Just keep at it as much as possible. I don't know what I am doing this winter but I have
my own personal wind and surf foil setups so just trying to get out as much as possible
and keep pushing the different disciplines. May even go over to the dark side and dabble
in some kite foiling as well (shhhh).

Any final comments on SUP foiling or foiling in general?
Only one. Don't be a hater for the sake of it. Give it a go and make your own mind up, it is
such a buzz and whilst expensive it can take your favourite sport and add a completely
new element which will encourage you to get out as much as possible and make your
overall surfing better.
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HEAD TO

Words: Richard Patey
Pics: Richard & Krystyna Patey
Sitting in a wintry pub waiting for the cold wind and
choppy waters to subside is never a good place to
make decisions about summer time SUP challenges.
The expectations of fitness levels and decent weather
are often exaggerated and as Krystyna and Richard
Patey spend quite a bit of their time in their lovely
local pub, the mistake of making those challenges
more and more epic could probably be blamed on
the drinks.
In early July 2018 Richard and Krystyna will have paddled (all being well) the length of
the non-tidal Thames to raise money for AGE UK and Target Ovarian Cancer. They have
set themselves the challenge of paddling 139 miles downstream from Cricklade to
Teddington Lock and to make things a bit more exciting they will try to complete the
challenge in five days.
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TEDD

stand up paddle boarders
take on the River Thames
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45 locks
You might think that paddling downriver
with the river flow behind your feet would
be a breeze, but there are 45 locks to
portage and Krystyna and Richard plan to
use their 14ft solid Bark boards which are
heavy but superb for long distances. So,
each portage will be a test of strength as
well as planning. Wind will also be one of
the most significant factors in the journey,
making some days longer than anticipated
and ultimately affecting whether the
deadline is met.
The River Thames is the longest river in
England as well as one of the most written
about. During their six months of planning
the couple have eagerly read many factual
publications about the Thames as well as
some great Thames travel writing like ‘Three
Men in a Boat’ by Jerome K. Jerome and
‘From Source to Sea’ by Tom Chesshyre.
They’ve learnt a lot about the river and how
to navigate it and also about the towns and
cities along the way.

Distance training
Richard and Krystyna have been stand up
paddle boarding since 2015 after seeing the
sport grow in popularity near to their Sussex
home. Brighton is just 16 miles away and
Sussex has a whole host of rivers which are
perfect for distance training so they can
often be found touring along various parts
of the south coast or up a river somewhere
beautiful. Richard has a passion for long
distance paddling out at sea and so far he’s
completed several downwinding rides from
Worthing to Brighton Marina (12+ miles) as
well as numerous paddles out toward the
new Rampian Wind Farm off the coast.
Their training has consisted of a series of 15mile paddleboard trips on the Arun and Adur

Rivers as well as regular shorter but more
strenuous open water sessions off Brighton.
Both Richard and Krystyna know that the
distances they are hoping to cover on the
Thames are going to be a challenge both
physically and mentally but are confident
that in good conditions they can manage the
distance. They expect some stiff muscles and
wobbly legs!

Extra weight
A few years back Richard and Krystyna
walked 120 miles of the South West Coastal
Path to raise money for different charities.
On that occasion they carried all their
supplies on their backs and camped
wherever they stopped at the end of the
day. So initially, they thought it would be a
feasible plan to do the same on the river
trip. But after consideration they realised
that they would be slowed significantly by
the extra weight as well as the difficulties of
moving baggage as well as boards through
the various locks.
In the end they have roped in a friend who
will act as a support driver and transport their
bags and belongings along river to the next
stop each night. They are hoping that he will
also get a pint in along the way and a brew
on the boil before the early morning starts.
They hope to cover 15 miles during each
morning session and the remaining 13 miles
in the afternoon and if their average training
mph is anything to go by they should cover a
day’s distance in 9.5 hours a day.
In preparation for the trip Richard and
Krystyna have joined British Canoeing to
get their Waterways License as well as
general insurance. They’ll be carrying
drinking water, high energy snacks, sun
cream (hopefully it’ll be needed!), as well as
safety equipment such as buoyancy aids,
throw lines and first aid kits.
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Target Ovarian Cancer
Krystyna is raising money for Target Ovarian
Cancer. Like almost everyone, Krystyna has
had to witness various forms of cancer
affect friends and family over the years and
she feels this is her opportunity to help a
charity who work to improve early
diagnosis, fund life-saving research and
provide much needed support to women
with ovarian cancer.

AGE UK
Richard is raising money for AGE UK who
provide invaluable support for thousands of
people every year. Their services give people
advice, enable their independence and most
importantly for Richard – combat
loneliness, which is a massive issue for
people in later life in the UK.
Fundraising for the challenge has been a
learning curve. Not very social media savvy
– both Richard and Krystyna have had to
develop their skills on Facebook, Instagram
and on the Justgiving website. You can
donate by going to Just Giving and search
for Head to Tedd but here’s the link:
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/headtotedd

Update
We started paddling down the Thames in
Cricklade on Friday July 6th and finished at
Teddington Lock on July 10th. We paddled
about 27 miles a day in the end and had to
extend the trip by a day due to the weather
conditions. The heat and direct sunlight for
up to 10 hours a day was a problem as well
as an unusual amount of horse flies. They
attacked us constantly, almost all of the
way down the river.
We split each day into four segments.
Starting at about 06.30 to avoid the heat we
took a break somewhere after seven miles,
then met our support driver at about the 14mile mark for lunch. Likewise the afternoon
was split into two seven mile stretches. Most
days were 10 hours of paddling. We passed
through Henley the morning after the regatta.

Thanks
Special thanks go to the owners of the
Maybush pub in NewBridge, Oxfordshire,
who allowed us to camp on their lawn at the
very last minute.
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MINI Guide…
Overview
Home is where
the paddle is… a
brief guide to
SUP: Hayling
Island.
Words: SUPM
Pics: Tez & Fi Plavenieks, Caz Rigby
In the entire existence of SUP Mag UK
we’ve never really focused on SUPM’s
backyard: Hayling Island. Of course
there are plenty of other stand up
paddle boarding destinations out
there that are equal to or even better.
For many, though, the epitome of a
SUP location could just be what
Hayling offers.
360 degrees of water (tide dependant), waves
(sometimes), downwind conditions (often),
extensive touring opportunities, plenty of
amenities, lots of other paddlers to float with, a
unique blend of watersports culture and a fun
holiday vibe (Hayling is where windsurfing was
invented and a centre of excellence for kitesurfing,
sailing and now SUP), as well as benefitting from a
nifty little microclimate that delivers days of good
weather. You could say we’re a little bias but for all
round paddling vibes it suits us fine.

Island style

Downwind SUP
With downwind routes along
the seafront as well as up/down
both Langstone and Chichester
Harbours there’s plenty of
opportunity for bump running
around Hayling. A number of
DW aficionados descend upon
the island when the right
forecast pops up, both
experienced and novice.
There are a bunch of factors to
consider if you’re planning
anything similar, suffice to say
(without getting into the
technicalities of DW runs here)
there’s info available online, via
websites and social media
groups, should you like a stab.

As its name suggests Hayling is an island. That
means anyone fancying a float can choose from a
vast array of launch spots all around this tiny south
coast enclave’s coast – as long as the tide’s in. With
high water riders can enjoy around four hours (ish)
of on water time, limited not just to the sea front.
Scour any map and you’ll identify a number of
creeks, inlets and small estuary gullies that are just
right for squeezing a SUP into. You’ll need to keep
an eye on water depth, as getting caught short
could end in a sludgy mud walk. For nature lovers
though there’s plenty to see, observe and enjoy in
terms of flora, fauna and wildlife.

SUP racing
Whilst Hayling’s race scene
isn’t obvious there are a
number of paddlers who
indulge and can be seen out
training on any given day.
Offering good conditions for
testing your paddling
mettle in open water
conditions the island offers
a number of put ins for
training drills.
The seafront can deliver the
toughest conditions
whereas shelter from
summer sea breezes and/or
winter storms can be found
in the harbours. For anyone
needing a training partner,
again, have a dig online for
those you can hook up with.

https://goo.gl/maps/scyVBiiCgxM2
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Hayling Island, Hampshire
Round the island SUP

WindSUP

Hayling’s iconic round the island windsurf race has
attracted sailing types for years. The event is
embedded in Hayling’s DNA which of late has seen
inclusion of SUP and outrigger. Jaunting along the
island’s circumference, however, doesn’t need to be
restricted to the annual shindig run out of Hayling
Island Sailing Club.

For those with a penchant for sail related antics,
and own a board with windsurf rig attachments,
Hayling can offer the right kind of conditions for a
spot of windSUP action. Plenty of others indulge on
the island with light breeze good for flat water
cruising. Or perhaps you fancy swirly, wirly, twirly
light wind freestyle action? Fill ya boots if so.

With the right conditions, i.e. favourable winds and
tide, any paddler with a degree of experience will be
able to make the journey. Keep an eye on changing
weather patterns and have a plan B get out if things
go awry. Completing the paddle can take anything
from two plus hours up to around five. It can be
sweaty work if the sun’s out whereas getting it wrong
with breeze and current will result in an almighty
slog. Plenty of fulfilment upon completion though.

If you’re a seasoned wave head and rock up to find
decent swell but light airs (although too much to
actually paddle) then a windSUP could indeed save
your session. Whilst not quite as efficient as proper
windy board in surf windSUP wave sailing is still
pretty fun and has enabled riders to get afloat
regardless of conditions.

Surf SUP
It’s no secret Hayling gets its fair share of waves
(more than you’d think). Mainly outside of high
season there are peaks to choose from that
normally break on offshore sand banks – rather
than conventional beach break set ups. Over the
years numbers of paddle surfers in the line up have
increased considerably. That said there’s still
opportunity to get away from the crowds and find a
wave to yourself.
Due care and attention should be given if you’re
considering paddling out at high tide as the
notorious Hayling shore dump can catch even the
experienced unawares. Also tide plays a huge part,
both from a safety aspect as well as catching the
best rides.
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Summing up
Over the years Hayling has
been home to many a
successful water going athlete
(and still is) with many more
within close proximity using the
island for training/playing on/in
the brine. Hayling isn’t like
Hawaii, whatever the bumper
stickers of old used to say, but
for many it’s a liquid nirvana
that ticks many of the boxes.
Transport links are good,
facilities once on the island
plentiful and the conditions you
can get, for SUP and other
watersports, can be right up
there on any given day. It isn’t
by accident this is SUPM’s
coastal home…

The claw
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back

Andrea Richardson proﬁle
Interview: Sarah Elizabeth Thornely
(SUPjunkie)
Photos: Sarah Elizabeth Thornely
(SUPjunkie) and Peter Tranter
Andrea Richardson is a sponsored rider
for Naish SUP, the Naish UK Team
Manager, GBSUP Race Committee
member and UKN1SCO Overall
Champion for the last two years,
including European Champion in 2017.
Now reaping the rewards she trains
hard, plays hard and is apologising to
no one for it! Sarah caught up with AR
for a chat.
You have achieved so much over the last
couple of years Andrea despite some health
issues. How did this affect your training?
Having had three separate surgeries since July 2016 the last major surgery
was in December 2017 and was not expected. Between each surgery my
training on and off the water felt broken and so did I (for a short time). As
soon as I started to devise my training plans they were interrupted.

How did you keep your motivation during
that time?
After the last surgery in December 2017 I was focused on healing and
getting fit, on and off the water. I knew I wanted to make Naish UK brand
manager (Alex Tobutt) proud and for him not to regret signing me up as a
Naish team rider and team manager in January 2018. These were two
pretty big motivating factors. I also love the phrase #thisgirlcan but my
personal mantra is #thereisnosuchwordascan’t and I remind myself of this
all the time. If I am having one of those days and hear, “I can’t, I quickly
ask myself, ‘Why can’t I?’”
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Has this experience given
you a different
understanding of how
illness/health issues could
have an impact on a
sports person's life?

I will be off to the
coast to do some
SUP surfing. Last
year was a steep
learning curve
having fractured
my nose and
nearly lost a
tooth!

Definitely. Anyone who has suffered injury
or illness, which either stops them in the
short term or permanently from
participating in their chosen sport, goes
through a rollercoaster of emotions and
they will have different coping strategies. As
no two people are the same it is important
to seek professional and personal support. I
am lucky to have an amazing husband who
is a great listener (or he just doesn’t get a
word in). I’m not sure which but he is and
was my rock through a tough time.

You champion all paddlers
but children and teenagers
in particular – why would
you like to get more of this
group on the water?
It’s the personal rewards you get when you
see a really nervous young paddler gain
confidence throughout a SUP session and
they blossom into a smiling happy person
who you can’t get off the water. Working in
London, and participating in local
community school projects has made it
very clear there are lots of kids who would
never have the opportunity to try SUP,
whether it is because of affordability or
accessibility issues. To have them
experience the joy and confidence that SUP
can give is great. I strongly believe that a
few lives could be changed for the better.
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You are a BSUPA instructor
at Bray Lake – what would
be your dream teaching
session?
I am not sure if it’s a dream teaching
session but I am more excited by a
challenging teaching session with young
people who would ordinarily never have the
opportunity to try SUP. Examples would be
underprivileged, or young people living in
the inner cities and maybe suffering with
mental health. This would require corporate
sponsorship and/or government funding,
but it’s not unachievable:
#thereisnosuchwordascan’t

Is there someone who has
inspired you in your
private or paddling life?
Maurice Richardson (my husband): he is the
best, an amazing coach, friend, supporter
and partner and has been their literally
through sickness and health.

What dreams and
aspirations do you have for
your future in SUP?
Wow that’s a very good question! No one
knows what’s around the corner, particularly
with regards to health. I don’t like to think
too long term. However, next year I would
like to participate in more races overseas:
the Gla Gla Race in France which I was
unable to participate in this year because I
was recovering from surgery. Also the 31mile Chattajack SUP race in Tennessee
(USA) looks amazing and a super challenge.

It’s been a busy season so
far but as things calm
down a little what will you
be doing to earn some
down time?
I will be off to the coast to do some SUP
surfing. I am still learning and last year was
a steep learning curve having fractured my
nose and nearly lost a tooth! It wasn’t pretty
and riding a broomstick would have been
more appropriate over a SUP board but it
didn’t put me off – I love it!
I also would like to try kite surfing (which
looks quite scary) and I would like to do
more rock climbing, which I tried for the
first time in Croatia last year.
It's been great to chat to you Andrea and I
am sure we all wish you well with your
future SUP career, teaching and having fun!
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You’ve purchased your
ﬁrst inﬂatable SUP…

now what?
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Photos: Tez Plavenieks, Dave White, Dave Adams & Simon Winkley

There are loads of stand up paddle boards kicking about as I write. With the
good weather we’re currently enjoying (as of July 2018) the heat’s definitely
encouraging hordes out onto the water, enticing new paddlers to the fold.
SUPs strapped to car roofs; lurking inside vans; being inflated and deflated;
kids paddling; adults paddling; you’d think stand up was enjoying yet
another spurt of growth – maybe it is.
Yet, it’s still the air board that’s popular. Why? We’ve heard all the reasons and answers to this question before – ease of storage and
transport and so on… Whilst all this is great for SUP there’s also another obvious (at least to those of us seasoned paddlers) point to
consider: having blown up your iSUP all that’s left to do is go for a float. But then what?
Time and again you see newbie sweepers mere yards from the shore not really doing anything other than floating in the sunshine (no
bad thing in itself). Maybe the kids will use it as a diving platform. Maybe dad will head a little way along the beach for a look/see.
Maybe mum will have a dabble. There’s so much more to this diverse sport though. So without further ado here are a few ways to
progress with your stand up paddle boarding and keep those interest/stoke levels up.
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Touring
Touring, by the word’s definition, means: ‘a
long journey including the visiting of a
number of places in sequence, especially
with an organised group led by a guide’. Yet
where SUP’s concerned, it doesn’t have to be
that complicated. Also, you DON’T need a
dedicated touring board. Your all round SUP
will suffice.
Even if it’s only a few miles along the coast, up
a river, along a canal, round a lake or exploring
further offshore than you’d normally go this
can be described as ‘SUP touring’. Don’t let the
perception of certain terms/phrases put you
off. (As with everything in life stand up is
littered with jargon). Obviously if you fancy
lashing camping gear to your board and
heading off into the wilderness then don’t let
us stop you though… Just send us some pics,
we’d love to see.

Surfing
Probably the most obvious niche of SUP yet
still the one that really doesn’t attract large
numbers of paddlers. Maybe surfing is
considered too hardcore. Or maybe it’s the
perception (that word again) you have to be
charging ‘scary death bombs’, which simply
isn’t the case.
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SUP’s beauty in waves is the board’s
additional momentum. There’s been an
argument banded around for years that you
get more waves with a stand up, which isn’t
strictly correct. An old school nose rider
surfboard will catch just as many. SUP,
however, has a greater terminal velocity which
allows longer rides and making sections you
wouldn’t otherwise pull into. Plus the
additional propulsion you get from paddle
power makes ripplets, barely over ankle high,
extremely fun.

Racing
Recently I did a bit of SUP racing again – it’s
been a while. I appreciate that just as with
the word ‘touring’ ‘racing’ can induce cold
sweats and trembling knees for some. Yet it
doesn’t have to be this way. Entering any
kind of comp can help improve your
paddling no end – it’s true! You may not be
vying for podium finishes but that’s not
really the point. Simply getting involved is
uber fun and you’ll learn heaps.
The race I did was a super low key affair
overseas but there was definitely a race face
demon within me that suddenly reared its
head. Post-smash round the course and it was
all smiles, adrenaline, banter and beers. If
you’ve sort of considered racing then why not
have a dig, you may be thankful you did?
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By and large
inflatables from
reputable brands
should be able to
withstand a little
bump and grind

WindSUP

River SUP (or mellow white
water paddling)

Some SUPs (inflatables as well) come
equipped with the means of attaching a sail,
ala windsurfing (windSUP) style. There are
loads of times you’ll turn up at the beach
only to be confronted by an annoying
breeze – especially at coastal venues.

Initially I hesitated adding this one as flow
in rivers can be as hazardous as tidal
currents for those not armed with the
correct knowledge/info. But just as with
paddling on the sea you can find stretches
of white water that are surprisingly mellow
and relatively stress free. It may be wise to
get some guidance if you’re serious about
sweeping hefty WW though.

Affordable windsurfing rigs are readily
available these days, some brands often
including them in package bundles. As with
SUP surfing you’re not aiming for the high
performance end of sailing. More over you
should see it as extra ammo and a way to
increase your time on the brine and make
use of a wider range of conditions. If you get
bug bitten then of course head down the
windsurfing road proper. There’s serious
mileage in having ‘tools for the job’.

Inflatables are actually good for messing
about on the river. You still have to be
careful of dings and punctures if running
over rocks but by and large inflatables from
reputable brands should be able to
withstand a little bump and grind.
Running rivers and playing on standing
waves is huge fun when done via SUP. Check
my first experiences of mellow white water
stand up from a few years ago by hitting
this link: https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2015/06/01/uk-river-surfing-mellow-whitewater-sup/
These are just a few ways to make use of
your SUP and take advantage of its
versatility. Stand up paddle boarding isn’t
just one up from a lilo, it’s much more than
this. If you’ve recently got hold of your own
then hopefully you’ll stick with SUP for
many years to come. If you know of others
who have also got their own kit then show
them this article and help spread the SUP
stoke further. Happy paddling!
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Photo: Marko Butraković
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Grass roots start up…

Behind
the brand
with McConks’
Andy McConkey
Ever tenacious and determined to succeed, the McConkey
clan started McConks SUP a few years back with the aim of
providing affordable yet well-made inflatable stand up
paddle boards. Juggling family life and multiple work
scenarios hasn’t been easy. We caught up with Andy
McConkey to find out more.
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Tell us about McConks’ history –
how did the company come about?
I’m not sure there’s much of a story to tell here. Although Jen and I had been keen
(but very average) surfers and windsurfers for many, many years, SUP wasn’t
something that appealed to us until we had kids. Once we had our boys, we wanted a
watersport we could all do together, and not just take turns child minding on the
beach. After having paddled on a couple of old windsurf boards at our local sailing
club, and having just bought a small house in the Cotswolds, inflatable SUP seemed
an obvious choice for us.
And when we looked around at the price of iSUP, and looked at all the marketing with
young girls in bikinis and surfers with ripped abs, we felt that there was a place in the
market for a brand a bit different to the others. A bit more #dadbod friendly, a bit
more family friendly and less image-conscious. Basically, a brand that would appeal
more to people like us.

Got any fond memories of your time stand up
paddling so far?
I think we have fond memories of most of our stand up paddle trips! In particular, we
remember paddle boarding amongst barrel jellies at beautiful Mwnt in Ceredigion.
West Wales is a favourite of ours, and that coastline is just perfect for exploring.
Paddling in crystal clear water above kelp forests on Cote Paganiste (the Pagan
Coast) in north west Brittany. The coastline is quite other-worldly there, and
paddling amongst house sized granite boulders with orange skies will be a treasured
memory until we go back.
Paddling off a yacht in our own secluded cove in Croatia, sunset paddles, and stories
on the yacht by Captain Pirate Nathan (for the boys not us), is this year’s current
highlight. And numerous halcyon family summer afternoons and evenings at our
picturesque local spot on the Thames by Lechlade with BBQs, sunny swims and the
kingfisher swooping past. And, of course, being knocked off the boards by giggling
small children!
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Interview: SUPM
Pics: McConks

What about land based
activities – anything that
gets you frothing like a
silky offshore wave or flat
water glass?
This will sound really lame. But family
camping in a deserted field by a river or
beach, with big moons and beautiful
sunrises and sunsets after a day on the
water. Hammocks strung up – one for
each of the four of us – or maybe one
less to encourage cuddles, and
campfire roaring. We also love a bit of
single track, but that’s been a bit on
hold recently, although we’re training
the boys up on our local mountain bike
trail in Swindon. And we’re close to the
French Alps in August, so maybe, just
maybe, we can get the bikes out at
Avoriaz or Morzine.

Where did the idea for a
range of iSUP products
come from?
In a densely populated island, with
house prices going ever northwards and
new houses getting smaller, inflatable
boards just make sense. There’s an
awful lot of snobbery out there about
inflatable boards, but there’s a good
reason why they outsell hard boards,
and that’s because they are the right
choice for most people, most of the
time. This includes us. We would never
be able to store, or transport, hard
boards, or they’d end up buried in the
depths of the attic like our surfboards!

What’s been key to your
success within SUP?
Our experience is that if you make good
quality, reliable kit at a good price, and
you listen to your customers rather
than preaching to them, good things
follow. We’ve also had lots of really
good feedback on our #GoInspire
initiative, and the good reviews of our
kit and our customer service on social
media also play their part.

Talk us through your day
to day responsibilities – is
it all paddling, testing,
paddling or do you have to
do some work
occasionally?
Most days involve paperwork. Lots of it.
Printing labels and sorting logistics,
responding to customer questions,
paying invoices, sorting out the
accounts and producing new designs.
As a small company we probably do
way too much between the two of us,
and that will have to change over the
coming years. In terms of testing, we
now have a large cohort of brand friends
who are instructors or run SUP
companies, and we use them to test our
products.

In terms of change, how’s
the sport moved on? Is it
easier to sell SUP gear
nowadays?
It might be the weather, it might be the
increasing publicity that SUP is getting,
it might be a critical mass thing, but
we’ve not had to try to sell SUP kit this
year. Quite the opposite in fact. We
have totally failed to meet demand.
Right now we’re out of all of our SUP
lineup other than the Namaste Yoga
Board, and the kids Go Surf SUP. And we
have single figures of each of those left.
Our next shipment is due at the end of
July, and a significant percentage of
that is sold to pre-orders. We actually
think that by the time it arrives, we will
have sold it all. Our sales are up about
300% year on year. It’s just been a
totally mad year!
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What’s the plan for the
rest 2018? Which areas
will you focus on the
most?

getting more and more people on to the
water. So if you’ve only got £250 to spend
on a budget iSUP, go ahead and knock
yourselves out. But make sure you go in to
the purchase with eyes wide open and get
an experienced paddler to check over the
board when it arrives. And when you’ve got
the bug, and need to upgrade to a decent
carbon paddle, or a more rigid inflatable,
McConks has got you covered.

Getting more kit to customers who are
waiting patiently for it. We’re trying to plan
for 2019 at the same time, and thinking
about what other products we want in the
line up. Expect to see more in the organic
and fair trade garment line that we do –
hopefully some rashies and board shorts,
and our floating bamboo and wood
polarised sunglass range will hit the shelves
soon. We’ve got some new whitewater SUP
prototypes to test when the rains come
back, and we’ve got some mini touring
boards (11.4 and 11’6) and a 14 foot
explorer board to test. And finally, we’re
revisiting all our packaging for 2019 to
remove all trace of single use plastic, and
make it all as sustainable as possible. So,
from that, I don’t think we’ll be focussing on
any area the most – it’s a little bit of
everything.

Shouts and thanks?
We'd like to thank all of our amazing
customers, many of whom have become
friends as well, for purchasing our boards
and spreading the word. Lots of our
business has been a result of word of mouth
and some pretty amazing and humbling
feedback, and we are truly grateful for that.
We also have to say a huge thanks to the
companies and instructors that took a
chance on a small, unknown, company in
our first couple of years. We’re standing on
the shoulders of giants with you folks. You
know who you are!
We'd also like to thank our boys for putting
up with the times that the business has
intruded on family life, although we work
hard to make the business a positive rather
than a negative for them and minimise
impact on the boys. Oh, and not forgetting
the parents trying to do the school run and
being thwarted by a massive lorry making a
delivery and blocking the road a hundred
yards from the school gates!

Any final thoughts on SUP
or McConks?
There’s an awful lot of elitism on social
media and in the mags about cheap
inflatable boards and how the influx of
budget boards from China is going to
destroy SUP. We couldn’t disagree more.
SUP is a playground that is open to
everyone, and these lower priced boards are
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Robson, Zegul and Taahe Marinee products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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SUP knowledge –
pack to paddle
I was on a four-day British Canoeing paddle sports leader coaching course in Scotland
recently. At the end of the course the weather was looking great for a non-stop sojourn
across the country by SUP. One of the guys from the course was amazed that after a
weekend of paddling, rescues, water skills tests, teaching sessions and classroom
lessons, I was even contemplating paddling across Scotland let alone non-stop. In total
awe he headed home and I went to my start point at Inverness.

The Great Glen Canoe Trail is an amazing route whether it is a multi-day trip or a nonstop. Loch Ness is always the challenge, it is long – very long – and if you’re out there in
the wrong conditions then it is unforgiving. The route is achievable by all at your own
rate and as conditions suit, however, you need to have the right kit with you if you need
to put ashore.
It was after the paddle when the question was asked regarding one of my Facebook pictures,
“What did I carry in my deck bag?” He didn’t realise that I was taking such a big kit bag. Me
being me answered, “Whatever you need for the paddle in question.” Every trip/paddle you take
is different, each one has different risks and therefore has different kit requirements.
If you’re going down the beach with some friends and just going to launch and return within a
short distance then you wouldn’t need to put anything on your board. You might consider
taking a drink on a hot day, but that is probably it. You’ll have all your other stuff in a pile on
the sand so all is good.
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Round the headland

It sounds idyllic though doesn’t it? But
when you think that there are Grizzly and
Black bears fishing along the rivers at this
time of year, busy replenishing their body
fat stores ahead of the winter, maybe not so.
They shouldn’t really bother us though but
we need to be careful and set warning
chords with bells on them to warn of
approaching wildlife as we sleep. Our food
needs to be kept in bear proof containers as
well. All consideration’s for a trip at the
slightly more extreme end of the spectrum
such as this.

If you are going to paddle around the
headland to the next deserted beach for
some quality sun, then chances are the
water bottle will be joined by a whole raft of
other things. I’m sure food, some extra
clothes, towel, sunhat, sunscreen, camera
and phone may be among your essentials.
These would all fit in a smallish deck bag of
around 20 litres.

Tony Bain is a New
Zealand born, fully
qualified SUP instructor,
owner of Wales based
Green Dragon Activities
and SUP explorer of
rivers and lakes.
If you like the sound of a
trip like this and fancy
learning some of the
skills that are involved
with packing and
planning for a SUP
adventure then look us
up and we can take you
on a micro adventure
here in the UK and help
you hone the SUP
adventurer inside –
www.greendragonactiviti
es.co.uk

For plans of paddling round the headland
and camping on a deserted beach, staying
overnight, then you are going to need a
sleeping bag, shelter/tent, sleep mat, bivvy
bag, more food, extra water bottle, cooker,
cooking pot, eating utensils, rubbish bag,
some warm clothes for the evening and wet
weather kit in case conditions change – there
could be more stuff you require as well.

Communication
We will be miles from anywhere, hundreds
of them. We will be using spot trackers so
people can monitor where we are, how fast
we are going and where we stop each night.
We can call an SOS when we want, but can
we communicate with the outside world if
we really need to?

As you can see with your paddles becoming
more diverse and elongated then so does
the amount of equipment you might have
to carry.

What say a bear mistakes one of us for a
fish? Yeah, really, I know bears look so cute
and cuddly, but it has happened. We may
need to talk to someone real quick.
Normally we would have a mobile phone
with us. But way up there they don’t get
coverage, so we will need a satellite phone
or satellite communicator. The more tech
we carry the more solar chargers/spare
batteries etc we need to carry and the list
goes on. Before long, 20 litres turns into 40
litres then into 85. That is when you realise
that little 10’6” you normally paddle is
going to have to get bigger – much bigger!

Yukon 1000 Canoe Race
If you were planning to travel to Whitehorse,
Yukon Territory, Canada and take part in the
Yukon 1000 Canoe Race, aiming to travel
the 1,000 miles of the route, from
Whitehorse to the Dalton Highway River
Bridge (as seen in the TV programme Ice
Road Truckers), you are going to need a
little more kit, lots more food and general
equipment. The race takes part in July (Tony
will hopefully have already completed this
as you read – ed) and lasts around 10 days.
Appropriate planning and listing your must
haves is therefore essential.
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protect yourself from the elements
www.liquidsports.co.uk

BATTLING THE

SUMMER
DOLDRUMS
Word and pics: Joe Thwaites
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The key to summer SUP surfing success is flexibility and believe it or not those flat
and choppy days can provide excellent variables for training muscle memory,
which you can put into practice next time the planets align.

Summer is generally a great
time of year for SUP, but it can
often leave those with wave
intentions a little perplexed.
Forecasts with much promise
often disappear without any
warning making it nigh
impossible for even the most
dedicated skivers to score a
decent session. Throw in a
drive to the coast and your
chances of a skunking
increase several fold; either the
swell has gone completely or a
dreaded sea breezes kick in
and spoils the party with a
confused water state.
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If it’s mill pond calm, you can be practising cross stepping up and down the board
using the paddle as a brace which will improve your overall balance, ability to trim
the board effectively and provide positive steps towards nose-riding once the
waves reappear. You can also practice sharper tail sink turns, which are a vital skill
to master if you want to up your wave count.
Other skills to work on include paddling around in surf stance, trimming the board
with heel and toe pressure on opposite rails with the back foot. To add some extra
difficulty try paddling on your backhand side, switch stance (left foot forward,
body facing right and paddling on the left hand side for natural riders, simply
reverse for goofy riders), which will allow you to paddle towards the peak looking at
the shoulder, dropping in backside before going forehand. It effectively plonks you
right in the pocket, which will make all of your carving moves easier.
By contrast. if there’s a small but gutless swell running there are still plenty of
things you can practice including many of the pure flat water drills outlined above.
Alongside those you can try paddling into waves on the opposite side you’d
normally prefer, so naturals try riding right front forward and vice versa for goofy
riders. This will feel very counter-intuitive but is excellent balance training and can
provide you with some cool turn variations once you get your head round when to
change the feet.
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‘Paddling in arc’
Not many people tell you this but SUP
surfing success is as much down to timing
as it is down to core skills and cat like
balance. I often point out to sea looking at
the lines coming in (which also helps
balance as you’re not side on to the bumps
and it’s easier to see where the peaks are
forming too) and time my ‘paddling in arc’
so I’m at full speed and facing directly at
the beach as the wave picks me up.
As a beginner, the most frustrating
thing is having the board swept from
underneath your feet time and
time again, so it’s worth
practicing your precision timed
paddling arc on both sides as
much as possible. Wave
selection is probably just
as important, so try and
spot the closeouts versus
the open faces. If you

Wave selection is
probably just as
important, so try
and spot the
closeouts versus
the open faces
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aspire to, if not this summer then maybe
by 2020! More achievable options might
be the one footed skater, the body 360 or
riding backwards. The most important
thing is keep it fun and if you’re getting
frustrated go and have an ice cream then
try something else.

look for a belly in the shape of the wave
this is usually a good indication of where
the wave will break first and you should be
paddling right over the belly button for the
longest ride potential.
If you’re riding a longboard or all-round
style of SUP, small waves are a great
opportunity to practice cross stepping and
nose riding but try and stay close to the
pocket and/or high on the wave face for
the best results. If you want to further up
your game try running a single small
centre and try to free the tail for 180 or
360 rotating on the nose style points.

For those already on their paddle surfing
journey there’s a lot to be said for trying to
get performance shapes to work in cruddy
conditions. Depending on how much
volume you do or don’t have, it often can
require more umph and some board
pumping to get into the wave full stop.
Once you’re on it, you often have to stay
close to the power source and pump to the
generate speed but if you can throw spray
in 1-2’ you’ll be charging once the
autumnal and winter conditions
return.

Fin first
This is harder than it sounds so expect a
few big splashes but once you get one
you’ll be hooked! Other showing off
options include dropping in fin first or
going completely finless, which isn’t for
beginners but will give you something to
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If you’re interested in
forecast-driven SUP
surfing group clinics or
1-2-1 coaching either
here in the UK or as part
of a foreign holiday over
the colder months I’ll be
putting together some
destinations and dates
for Portugal, Morocco
and Fuerteventura soon.
Get in touch to find out
more at info@locosup.com or call me on
07779 127230.

Great balance practice
The secret is generating speed, which is as much
about technique as identifying sections ahead of
you to smack to make the most of your move
arsenal. Alongside anything else, paddling a
smaller SUP in waves is great balance practice and
exercise especially if you set yourself challenges
like staying dry for your first five waves etc. The
fact you’re on the go constantly soon burns
calories and the fitness this builds really helps
when the season changes and you’re stuck in the
impact zone wishing you were in better shape.
Sometimes the wind can be really annoying and
much as it’s possible to get out there on a bigger
board or persevere with what you have (if you’re one
of those ultimate balance freaks), it’s seldom much
fun so it comes down to having ‘the right tools for
the job’. As a windsurfer, I’ll also often stick a small
sail in the van so there’s always the option for some
light wind wave sailing or windfoiling.

Kites with SUPs
That said my preferred summer boards both have windsurfing mast tracks and the Loco
Aztec even has a hydrofoil mount too so I’m spoilt for choice really. We’ve seen people
using kites with SUPs and also seen SUP foils being used with kiteboards in some really
light winds. I was recently out with one of Loco’s team groms and he was kiting in just
7mph using Loco’s Blade foil, which wouldn’t even register using a windsurf sail.
Much as the summer doldrums are frustrating sometimes, let’s not lose sight of the
sunshine and scorchio temps so get out there and practice something while the good
weather lasts and you’ll be set for the UK’s swell season or a winter trip to a wave mecca.
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PHIL MAY’S
Yellow Belly
Interview: SUPM
Pics: Phil May, Lisa Smith, Sarah Elizabeth Thornely (SUPjunkie)
and Peter Tranter
Phil May was, for a time, a regular on the south coast’s SUP
scene. Then PM and family got gone further north to pastures
new. Since the Mays’ relocation things have gone from strength
to strength in terms of Phil’s stand up paddling exploits. Here’s
what’s been occurring.
Having been a Bracklesham (Witterings) local for years you upped
sticks and moved where again?
I’ve moved to Lincolnshire. A town called Boston! Famous for a few things - mostly for
being the place where the Pilgrim Fathers were imprisoned before heading off to found
America! Most recently though the place is famous for being the most pro-Brexit town in
England.

How come?
I moved back north as it’s where I’m from originally. I had been on the south coast for six
years and it was tough being away from family with no support. I got offered a job back
up here that made sense career wise and financially so it made it a no-brainer.

Tell us about the SUP scene around your new base?
It’s very hidden away. I have found there are little pockets of paddlers here and there but
nothing really tying them together. There was also a distinct lack of schools around here.

What’s your area like in general for actual paddling?
It’s ace! There are miles and miles of waterways all across Lincolnshire that are virtually
unused. All ripe for exploring. Plus if you want sea paddles and surfing you have the East
Coast right on your doorstep with Sunny Skeggy only 30 minutes away.

And Yellowbelly SUP – you started your own school.
Tell us about that.
I had a chance to do my ASI qualification in 2017 and Yellowbelly came after that. I want
to create a group of friendly paddlers for me to paddle with. The only way to do that has
been to teach more people and build it from the ground up.

What are you doing to grow the scene, besides owning a
SUP school?
I’m just generally promoting the sport. Trying to get involved in as much as I can. Trying
to be a force for good in the sport. I got involved with the East Coast Watersports Festival
and managed to grab some limelight on the local TV news.
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We know you love a surf fix so
how are scratching this itch?
How far from the coast are you?
Managing to get a wave or two
at all?

And what of racing? You used to
do a bit – still got the urge?
Yeah I’m still racing. I’ve done three out of
the five GB SUP races this year. My favourite
was the Windermere event. It helped that I
had just taken delivery of my stealthy new
14’ Loco Motion Prototype. It’s a board that
I’ve had a hand in designing alongside Stu
from VE Paddles and Joey T from Loco.

I’m about 30-40 minutes from Skeggy and
I’ve identified a couple of cheeky sandbars
that work for me. Also further up the coast at
Mablethorpe I’m getting used to the
conditions so have been getting winter waves
up there. It’s never crowded and I’m usually
the only SUP out there. It’s amazing!

We spotted your son on the
podium. Give us the full proud
dad goss.
It’s the first time he’s shown a keenness for
racing. He asked that morning if he could race
so we all just went with it. He raced on my
8’11 against girls of 13 and 16 and he was
amazing! So proud of him. He doesn’t paddle
loads and for him to want to race like that was
out of the blue. We had a bit of an emotional
outburst after the race but once he realised
everyone cheering from the bank was
cheering for him he soon came round.

How come you didn’t do similar
down on the south coast?
The south coast is full of SUP schools and
people who know about the sport. That isn’t
the case up here. I didn’t need to teach the
sport down there. Up here it’s new ground.
It’s fun showing people what the sport is
and then teaching them how to do it.

Getting many punters wanting
to try SUP?

Reckon he’ll stick with it?

Yeah it’s going well. A lot of them have seen
me out and about on the board or have seen it
on holidays and want to have a proper lesson.

He’s already been asking if he can paddle
more! We just missed the kid’s races at BaySUP
otherwise he would’ve been in those too.

How are you balancing this with
your day job?

Recently we also caught your
radio interview. How did that get
picked up?

I had a three-month break from work and
used it to run the school full time. Sadly
though it wasn’t quite at the point of paying
the bills so I’ve gone back to full-time work.
Obviously with this happening the school
has kicked off. So now I’m teaching three
nights a week from 6-9pm. With the
possibility of some weekends too.
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A friend of mine has a contact at the local
radio station. He linked us up and I got a
chance to go on the Endeavour FM breakfast
show! I was expecting a quick 5-10 minutes
to explain what I was up to but the host
Dylan was amazing and we kept chatting for
over an hour.
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Enjoy being on the wireless?

23 PT
SE

I loved being on the radio! I love music and have a
massively varied taste so being on the radio and watching it
all going on in the studio was really cool.

Was the YB bat phone ringing off the hook
post radio appearance?
I had a massive bump in social media following but not a
huge uptake in lessons. I’m not too worried though as I feel
I am overcoming two things in my local area.
Firstly what the hell is SUP? Secondly why would I want to
do it? The radio interview helped a lot.

Any plans for more mass media SUP
representation?
No plans currently but I really enjoy being a positive voice in
the sport. I also feel that I have an enthusiasm for it that
comes through when I talk and discuss what is going on. For
now just a few more Facebook Live videos and some thought
provoking posts. Who knows what the future will bring though!

Just back to location, is that it as far as moves
go? No plans to head elsewhere again?
No current plans to move. It’s nice having babysitters and
I’m loving spreading the SUP bug. Like I said before though:
never say never!

Plans for the rest of 2018?
Biggest plans for 2018 are just to keep building the school
and the buzz around the sport in Lincolnshire.

Thanks and praise?
Biggest thanks goes to Mrs Yellowbelly and Yellowbelly Jnr.
They’ve supported my whole crazy scheme and allowed me
the opportunity to follow my passion. Shouts also to Team
Barnes. They’ve been my biggest cheerleaders with the
school and loyalty like that is super important when setting
up a small local business. Thanks to my sponsors Loco, VE
Paddles, RS Pro and Rooster Kit.

London Crossing SUP Race
The London Crossing will start at Putney and finish near
Shadwell Basin – a distance of 15.5km. It’s the first SUP
race right through London. Racers will get to see many of
London’s historical sites including the Eye, St Pauls, the
Shard and the Tower from the river.

Big Ben Challenge
The Big Ben Challenge will also be
taking place on September 23rd, 2018.
Participants start at Putney Embankment
(where the famous Oxford v Cambridge
Boat Race starts) and SUP to Big Ben
and back. It’s a 20km round trip (non
racing) event open to more than 200
experienced and confident SUP paddlers.
https://www.webscorer.com/register?raceid=129223
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The future’s bright

BEN MOREHAM’S
Chinese World SUP
Champs goals
For one paddling youngster, aims of competing on the world
stage have just gotten that little bit closer. Ben Moreham just
turned 17 on the 15th July. He took up SUP when we moved to
Fuerteventura in March 2014. From the first time he got on the
board he seemed to have a natural talent for it and he started
classes – the Instructor came up to me (Dad Alex) afterwards
and said how strong he was for a 13-year old – Ben put it down
to rugby training when we lived in the UK for two years!
We are now awaiting details on China and
what will be required of us. How we are all
going to get there and all arrangements really
is open for discussion. We are starting to look
for sponsors who we hope can help get us
there! If you can help or know someone who
can then we’d appreciate you contacting us.
Please give sailthecanaries@gmail.com a
shout.

He started to compete almost immediately
and became Canarias Champion (Sub-14) in
2015 and Spanish Champion (Sub-14) in
2015, Canarias Champion (Sub-16) in 2016
and European Technical Champion in Mas
Palomas in 2017 (Sub-18). Needless to say
he’s been improving considerably. Ben is
continuing to compete on the Canarias and
Spanish circuits but unfortunately can’t
attend all races. His team here is Onexe and
they are sponsored by Starboard.

Ben currently races on a 12’6 Starboard
AllStar board.

Ben really wanted to compete for Great
Britain and is really hoping that at some point
the sport will become an Olympic discipline –
I think that is really his dream, to compete in
the Olympics for Team GB. He is absolutely
thrilled to have been selected for the Under18 Team GB for the World Championships
taking place in Wanning, China in November.
He is really looking forward to having a stab at
international competition and seeing where
things take him.
His plan at the moment is to keep competing
but he is in his final year at school here and is
looking at Medical Universities on mainland
Spain for next September – currently
favourite is Bilbao as it is near the sea and he
can surf! He is in the water every day, surfing
and paddling. He currently teaches the
summer camp group at the local sailing
school and loves it.
85
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Words and pics:
Alex Moreham

C O M PA R I S O N T E S T

Two of a kind
JP Australia CruisAir 11’6 and AllroundAir 10’6
For this comparison test we put JP Australia’s CruisAir 11’6 x 30” and
Allround Air 10’6 x 32” in a head to head. Both boards are constructed
utilising the brand’s Superior Edition manufacturing techniques which
ensures both JPs are light yet durable. The pair also came equipped with
the means to take a sail ala windSUP mode which increases their
versatility no end.
Prices:

First looks

11’6 Cruisair - £1099 for WS

With not a seam or stitch out of place
both the 11’6 and 10’6 are premium
SUPs with attention to detail given in all
the right areas. Carry handles are
padded and therefore comfy whilst
being balanced. Deckpads are soft but
grippy whilst upfront on both iSUPs
you’ll find bungee lashing for when
riders fancy heading off on a jaunt with
daily essentials stowed aboard.

option £1049 for non WS
10’6 Allround - £1099 for
WS option £1049 for non WS

Info:
http://jpaustralia.com/2018/sup/pro
ducts/inflatable-boards/
Thanks to Charlie Danby for
helping with this review and
also clubvass.com for
supplying the demo gear.

wholeheartedly. IF
you’re planning on
attaching a sail
then there’s an
additional fin
box in the
middle to help
upwind
performance
and stop side
slip downwind.
All in both
boards are
easy on the
eye and highly
desirable.

Flip the boards over and you’ll locate a wellpositioned D-ring if towing is required
before heading back towards the tail to
discover touring style US box fins –
something we doff our caps to
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C O M PA R I S O N T E S T
board. Keeping up with the longer CruisAir
11’6 it can certainly hold its own when
sojourning along coasts, up inlets or
inspecting inland stretches of water.

10’6 AllroundAir
Helping us out for this particular test was
Charlie Danby, who’s SUP skills can be
described as ‘progressing’. Fitting the
bigger boned category he commented just
how stable the 10’6 is. At first he was
sceptical but quickly came round to the
board’s easy going performance and before
long was sweeping away without a care.

Feeling pretty planted there’s also an
efficiency should wind and chop ramp up.
The included fin helps keep everything
tracking straight and true with the overall
experience being one of fun and ease. JP’s
AllroundAir 10’6 is very much a hybrid
shape with it being applicable to newbie
paddlers as well a seasoned riders fancying
a spot of discovery paddling.

Rather than be a (now) old school round
nose SUP the 10’6 AllroundAir benefits
from an elongated front which aids
tracking. The board knifes through the
water and makes light work of distance,
even with it being described as an all water

a light hearted, yet still competitive, event
it was noticeable just how much vroom the
11’6 has. So much so that our experienced
paddler made up four board lengths in one
leg of the race (despite being
disadvantaged during the start). Whether
this is a thing for any prospective new
owner is down to you to decide.

11’6 CruisAir
Slightly narrower (30”), yet longer than the
AllroundAir, JP’s 11’6 is the same but
different. There’s a lot of synergy between
the two boards albeit with the longer iSUP
offering a degree more glide and slightly
improved tracking. This essentially
translates to paddlers not having to put
quite as many strokes in to cover the same
ground (or water).
Even though there’s a few inches less
width stability issues are non-existent.
Hopping between the two our helping
hands tester Charlie got on fine with
paddling a bit of distance. The real
advantages of the 11’6 only became
obvious when putting the hammer down
and shoving it round a race course. During

Conclusion
Both JP Autsralia’s 10’6
AllroundAir and 11’6 CruisAir
are examples of premium
inflatables that are able to
cope with multiple tasks. Being
fun for newbies, yet applicable
to touring and journeying, the
only high end performance
differences are when you drop
the hammer aboard the 11’6. At
this point you realise that the
CruisAir slightly has the edge
in terms of speed whereas the
10’6 pips the longer board
when talking increased
stability – particularly with
bigger boned individuals in
mind. Two refined inflatables
that any sweeper would be
happy to own. And don’t forget
the windSUP option!
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C O M PA R I S O N T E S T

Pic ‘n’ mix
Aqua Inc. Razor blade, Distance blade
and Victory blade
Paddles have come a long way in the last few years. As much as it’s a
tricky subject there’s no doubt that anything with the tag ‘performance’ is
way beyond what we were using previously. In tandem Aqua Inc. are also
a brand going from strength to strength. Their new range of sweepers –
including the never seen before Razor Blade we’re reviewing here – is top
notch. Added to which fact one of the two adjustable shafts is a three
piece, yet you wouldn’t think it when in use!
Prices:
Three-part shaft with

Info:

First up is the Razor Blade – as we’ve
mentioned this is brand new and we
were lucky to get hold of the first one
shipped. Coming equipped with an oval
u-cut shaft with improved grip it’s a
paddle that draws heavily on dragon
boat paddle design. You can see this in
the very square almost shovel esque
blade shape.

https://www.aquaincglobal.com/paddle-1

With a moderate rake it’s super easy to
plunge into the drink without over reaching.

Distance blade: 269€
Adjustable shaft with
Victory blade: 249€
Oval u-cut shaft with
Razor blade: 249€

Some paddlers will favour this as stretching
out in front to full extent isn’t always the
most comfortable. Through the air and the
RB’s lightweight is welcome, in all but the
breeziest of conditions. Wind in the mix
does tend to cause it to flutter when
feathering back from recovery. That said
you can pull the power on instantaneously
and drive your SUP forward with
considerable momentum. We feel it’s a
paddle best partnered with performance
orientated boards where riders are looking
to gain advantage on flatter water.

Razor Blade
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C O M PA R I S O N T E S T
Victory Blade
With its more tear drop profile Aqua Inc’s
Victory blade is one those higher cadence
paddlers will find favour with. You can still
rake deep and pull on the power but it did
seem to respond at higher rates of
sweeping. Shedding water quickly riders can
bring the Victory back to set positions in a
flash so therefore would be great for sprints
and/or anyone looking to take their SUPing
into surf environments.
The Victory was attached to a standard two
piece adjustable shaft that was fairly stiff.
Hats off to Aqua Inc. for including the anttwist notch cut into the extension piece that
eliminates movement. It also has a non-slip
grip ensuring maximum contact will be kept
with the paddle.

Distance Blade
Aqua Inc’s Distance blade was actually the
one we preferred the most. With a full profile
and larger surface area paddlers will be able
to shift the maximum amount of water with
the most efficiency. The clue’s in the name
but just to clarify the Distance blade is one
that fits prolonged use and aids the
covering of miles. It’s also one for the more
power orientated stroker, which is the mould
our testers fit.
Interestingly the Distance is the one
attached to the three piece shaft. In times
past it’d be a no no to recommend this to
any paddler looking for performance.
Usually a three piece paddle would be
reserved for travelling applications only.
This version, however, utilises a hexagonal
inner shaft cuff that keeps the section
locked together with zero movement
between parts. In addition it can be glued
and there’s a stud lock mechanism for
added peace of mind.

Conclusion
Aqua Inc. have come up with the goods
in terms of their paddle range with
something to suit all comers.
Interchangeable component parts
ensure SUPlers will be able to fit their
desired blade to their chosen shaft.
This modular technology may seem
confusing at first but it will ultimately
allow riders to end up with their perfect
paddling partner, as long as you know
what you need from your paddle. While
all the models on test are first rate
performers we feel the Distance blade
will benefit most all round sweepers,
unless looking for specific race or
sprint performance. All in though this
is a great triple set of paddles that any
SUPer would be happy to own.
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Gear shed

SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@standuppaddlemag.co.uk

SUPM's test team is... Tony Jeacock, Richard Heathcote and Tez Plavenieks
Welcome to SUPM's stand up paddle equipment test section. Here you'll find unparalleled, in depth and impartial reviews
featuring a whole raft of SUP kit fit for various purposes and riders. SUPM puts a huge amount of work into delivering these, so the
user is armed with all the necessary info. For more SUP equipment testing insights check out this vid:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHvoM-2EiZY&t=50s

If you're looking at building a quiver of stand up paddle boarding kit then you can also use these tests to help. You may also want
to check out SUPM's visual guide discussing the subject of quivers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq_N9CPNcwY&t=9s

For a 32” wide platform it feels wider
when lifted via the deep, offset handle.
That said there’s certainly no loss of
liveliness once afloat. And don’t
perceive that to mean tippy. It’s
perfectly suited to anxious paddlers
venturing in to surf or choppier sea
states for the first time.

Price:
759 €

A lot of the volume/thickness sits up
front allowing the Phenix to bust
through flotsam with a few powerful
paddle strokes. With a subtle taper
down to the 9’5’s pin tail it displays
very similar traits to the RW Spoon
10’ longboard surf SUP we reviewed
in a previous issue
(https://standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2018/06/07/lift-off-redwoodpaddlespoon-10-x-30-x-130l-xl-longboardsurf-sup-review/), but with more user
friendly traits. A 2+1 fin configuration,
with oversize central fin keeps the

Info:
https://redwoodpaddle.co
m/gb/board-sup-stand-uppaddle-surf/261-phenix-9ltd-blueredwoodpaddle.html

As all round stand up paddle
boards continue to evolve riders
will now find way more
carveability shoe horned into what
used to be pretty unlively sleds.
Redwoodpaddle’s Phenix 9’5 is a
good example of a coastal SUP
board that riders from all walks of
life will find favour with. Sweeping
the flat is fun yet the Phenix 9’5 is
versatile enough for attacking
small swell when a few lumps
materialise. It’s also great value
for a composite.
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Paddling around on the flat SUPers
will quickly switch to auto pilot
with the Phenix delivering no
unnecessary surprises. Stepping
back into offset stance it’s
possible to practice those all
important pivot turns. Spinning to
win atop the 9’5 is particularly
fulfilling albeit with the comfort
blanket of stability instilling
confidence in the user.
Out for a spin in waves and the
Phenix picks up even dribblers
without any hassle. It’s a
progressive board in terms of
ramping up to full speed and
carving. Mellow arcing turns are this
board’s forte with it liking an open
face to glide along as opposed to
steep full power sections.
Experienced paddlers may also find
the 9’5 fits the bill for some toes over
hang time. Riding as a single fin also
works well.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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Phenix tracking straight and true. For
improved manoeuvrability riders can
swap this out for something smaller
if desired.

s h e d : h a r d

Redwoodpaddle’s Phenix 9’5 is the latest SUP from Chris Defrance’s
French based brand we’ve laid hands on. Constructed using double
bamboo/PVC sandwich materials the 9’5 it’s a premium SUP
designed for all round paddling with a slight leaning towards more
wavey arenas.

kg ie t a r

Value and performance –
Redwoodpaddle Phenix LTD
9’5 x 32” x 169L
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Mistral designed the Heritage 40th Anniversary 11’5 to
commemorate the brand’s long time existence as a rudimentary
watersports brand. Liveried up with iconic graphics it’s an eye
catching inflatable touring board that’s fit for all waters.

Price:
£999

Info:
https://shop.mistral.com/coll
ections/supboards/products/copy-ofadventure-11-5

pivot turning of course). It cuts
through flotsam without any
issue and if you know
anything about the Mistral
brand you’ll understand why
the board’s bump running
prowess is such. Coming back
DW is sublime and it’ll give
riders a real taste of what
downwind SUP is all about.

Light to carry, super durable it’s a
good example of what premium
brands are doing as far as touring
SUP blow ups go. That said you’re
not simply limited to flat water
sojourns and overnighters on
the river.

There’s also scope to surf a few
small waves aboard the Adventure
with deflection (the board’s midpoint bend) being towards the
minimum end of the scale.
Rigidity is an often laboured point
when discussing iSUPs so it’s nice
to know the Mistral Adventure has
no issues in this dept.

Once atop the Mistral
Adventure you’re instantly
aware of the board’s
manoeuvrability. As we’ve
stated in other reviews some
air boards sit lower than others
but all float on top as opposed
to in the drink. Reactive is
therefore an apt word for the
11’5.

Back in touring mode and you can
load up the 11’5 to a decent level
with essentials. It’s then off on
your journey wherever that may
take you. Bungee lashing is
available both fore and aft meaning
paddlers can get a balanced load and
not upset the Adventure’s performance
too much.

32” width helps with stability
but paddlers will need to find
the paddling sweet spot and
remain there – especially in
frothy/choppy conditions (unless

CONCLUSION
Mistral’s Heritage Adventure 11’5
is a well manufactured inflatable
touring board that fits many
different scenarios. From small
waves to proper touring you get a
lot of bang for buck with this one
and therefore it’s a good board to
celebrate the iconic brand’s 40th
Anniversary.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

A life of…
Mistral Heritage Adventure 40th
Anniversary 11’5 x 32” x 6”
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Friends for life –
Loco Amigo Air 10’6 x 34” x 5”
This is the third inflatable stand up paddle board we’ve tested from
Loco and we have to say it’s actually the best (in our opinion).
That’s not to say the brand’s other iSUP offerings aren’t premium.
The Amigo 10’6, however, epitomises just what an air board is and
why they remain the populist choice.

Price:

Heading off and the Amigo is super stable with
it’s 34” width. There’s a slight degree of
deflection if paddlers don’t inflate fully but
once up to correct PSI there’s no issue. Whilst
most all round SUPs are still round nose affairs
there’s definitely an evolved thinking these
days from a shaping point of view. The Amigo
showcases this with its slightly drawn out type
which increases tracking and helps to a degree
with glide. It doesn’t take a lot to get it zooming
forwards and with glassy flat conditions in
effect the overriding feeling is one of
tranquillity.

£679

Info:
https://locosurfing.com/pr
oduct/2018-loco-105-x-34x-5-amigo-air-isup-2/

CONCLUSION
As stated at the start this is
probably the most fun iSUP we’ve
tested from Loco. Super stable,
with one of the most minimal
‘bounce effects’ we’ve used it’s
confidence inspiring for newbies
but equally will work for anyone
looking at an all round paddle
machine. If you’re after an air
board for summer fun, that looks a
bit different, then apply here. Top
shelf construction and keen
pricing giving additional kudos.
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With a spot of chop for company it sits lower in
the water than some so therefore doesn’t get
affected as much as higher riding paddling
vehicles. It punches through wavelets fairly
efficiently and feels engaging when bump
sliding opportunities materialise. The Amigo
isn’t an out and out surfer but it’s still fun
chucking at a few swells for those that fancy.
Back on flat water and the Amigo offers a
paddle boarding experience in the purest sense.
Blissful sweeping or lonesome jaunts along
inland/coastal water shorelines is where this
board’s forte lies. It’s not full on tourer but it’d
certainly do the job should riders ask it. The
incorporated bungee being a place to stow
essentials when needed.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Constructed using Loco’s new PVC sandwich lay
up the Amigo 10’6 is lightweight, durable and
ready for action straight out of the box.
Attention to detail has been given where
necessary – padded (balanced) carry handle,
high end US box centre fin with moulded side
bites, comfy deck pad as well as being super
quick to inflate – it’s definitely a SUP that most
paddlers will find favour with.

slightly and therefore a degree more air
rammed in is a good thing – the Fatstick can
take it.

Cruise the blue –
Fatstick Blue Lagoon
10’6 x 32”x 200L windSUP

Sitting very much on top of the water the
added wind power gives it a turbo
boost of energy and makes for a swift
ride. Those additional side bit fins,
coupled with proper windsurf fin,
do help keep the board from
slipping sideways downwind.
Anyone with existing wind
experience will also be able to dig
a windward rail in to encourage
further upwind mobility.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

With inflatables as popular as ever brands are increasingly
diversifying the performance an air board offers. WindSUP
fittings on iSUPs are by no means new but it’s the first time
we’ve seen this from Bournemouth based Fatstick.

Price:
£599

Info:
https://fatstickboards.com
/shop/fatstick-106-isupblue-lagoon/

Looking very much like the brand’s
standard 10’6 Mellow Yellow we
reviewed a while ago, albeit in white
and blue livery, the main differences
are the updated side bite thruster
style fins and, of course, the
addition of a rig attachment point.
Although the Blue Lagoon came
with all the bits and bobs it was
decided we add a more wind
friendly fin for sail testing. For
general paddling the stock
supplied is fine.

Through moves, such as tacks and
gybes, the Fatstick does behave
itself. Of course this is an air
filled board so there’ll always be
a bit of ‘bounce’ but by and
large this shouldn’t be off
putting. For the whirling and
twirling, lightwind freestyle
crowd chucking a sail around
is fulfilling with the FS’s 32”
width helping keep riders
dry.

Up to max PSI and the Fatstick
Blue Lagoon windSUP is rigid
enough with minimal deflection.
For an affordable product there’s
limited flex which puts it up
there in terms of performance.
In paddling mode this makes for
an efficient all round platform
that a wide cross section of
sweepers will have fun with.
Attaching a windsurf rig and by default
there’s a tad more extra weight. This
additional load does cause the board to flex

As far as planing goes and
it’s virtually non-existent,
which isn’t unusual in any
way. Paddlers looking for
increased windy versatility,
but at the lighter end of the
wind spectrum, are who this
windSUP is firmly aimed at.
Beginners can also make use of
Fatstick’s air platform – there’s no
reason both sports can’t be learned aboard
the 10’6 Blue Lagoon.

CONCLUSION
With additional versatility in the
form of being compatible with
windy rigs Fatstick’s inflatable 10’6
Blue Lagoon windSUP model will
have water babies out on the brine
in all weather. We found it works
best with 6m rigs and below rather
than big sails. Efficient back and
forth with OK upwind and downwind
performance it’s a multi-faceted
board that riders with various
tastes will find favour with. As
usual FS’s price point makes their
gear ever popular.
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Force four at four! –
O’Shea Grom Rig 1.5m

As well as being an adept
paddler the Wind+SUP makes a
great platform for learning to
windsurf. Days when the wind
blows needn’t be a sit on the
beach affair. Simply grab a sail
and still get out. The Grom 1.5m
rig is a nifty addition to your kit
box with offspring firmly in
mind. With dimensions to suit
smaller frames it’s a hard
wearing, durable, bright and thoughtful
design. Lightweight component parts,
including dinky reduced diameter boom fit for
smaller hands, the Grom 1.5m is eye catching
and looks the biz – comments from onlookers
confirmed this during testing.

Price:
£279

Info:
www.osheasurf.com/
grommain.html

Our three (now four) year old tester found the
rig fairly easy to wield around in light winds.
Having taken first steps with something even
smaller she was familiar with how things feel.
We did have to lower the boom right to the
very bottom of the cut out as Molly is right on
the cusp height wise. With a bit of help from

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s Wind+SUP inflatable is a
quality multi-purpose iSUP that’s
fun in paddle mode but also
efficient in windSUP guise. Mum
and dad can get a bit of cruising in
the bag or dabble with some light
wind freestyle. Switch things round
and plug the Grom 1.5m rig in and
suddenly the whole set up is a
kiddy friendly beginner windy
combo. The Grom 1.5m is a stable,
user friendly and on the whole
cracking little rig that wee ones will
enjoy using. Molly’s comment?
‘This is fun! Can we do it again?’
which I’m sure you’ll appreciate is
endorsement enough.
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mum and dad, however, she was soon up and
sailing. This muscle memory development is
key to successful progression so it’s great she
could do most of the sail work herself.
For the second outing the wind had picked up
considerably. In this instance there was a little
more assistance required as tiny muscles
couldn’t quite cope with force four winds. Still
getting involved, however, this ended up being
Molly’s introduction to (almost) planing
sailing – albeit with dad holding on to make
sure no off putting situations arose. Needless
to say it was all smiles and giggles.

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

SUP’s aren’t just one trick ponies, there’s so much more you
can do with your toy than simply float about – particularly if
you choose a model with a few additional bells and whistles.
This isn’t the first time we’ve seen O’Shea’s Wind+SUP here at
SUPM Towers. It’s the first time we’ve actually put the board
and associated Grom rig under the microscope from the POV
of said grom.

All comers
Hornet Watersports hybrid adjustable
Fleet SUP paddle
w w w. h o r n e t wa t e rs p o r t s . c o m
We’ve talked about SUP paddles quite a bit in the past yet there’s
still no getting away from the fact that it’s a quagmire subject
with limited understanding. That’s not criticism, in fact, why
would any newbie stand up paddler know the ins and outs of
paddles and what makes a good one? With so many options
available, at differing price ranges, made with exotic materials,
exhibiting varied flex properties, blade types and so on it’s a
confusing picture..

kg ie t a r

s h e d : p a d d l e s

Hornet’s offering being looked at here is definitely a mid-range
paddle. A step up from basic styles you’ll have ended up with if
you’ve plumped solely for the included alloy blade, accompanying
your iSUP this particular one offers much more performance.
A traditional tear drop shaped 18cm carbon blade is attached to a
fibreglass adjustable shaft that’s topped off with a palm grip handle.
In terms of ergonomics the handle itself sits efficiently in our hands
but just as with everything in life there’s more than one way to skin
a cat. Therefore don’t be afraid to look at alternatives such as t-grips.
Likewise don’t be put off by a fibreglass shaft. In some cases ‘glass
can be as good as carbon and offer an easier on the limbs paddling
experience – carbon can sometimes be too stiff. We’ve reviewed
many a high end fiberglass paddle which are not to be sniffed at.
Hornet’s ‘glass shaft offers a moderate flex delivering decent
efficiency during the power part of the stroke (pull). The carbon
blade has a fairly pronounced dihedral running through its middle
which goes some way to alleviating paddle waggle (flutter). For
anyone looking to put the hammer down it delivers a good amount
of zoom whilst remaining light enough for quick rail to rail changes.
Fitting more rounded paddling applications Hornet’s hybrid paddle
will suit all waters, from bumpy to flat.

CONCLUSION
Hornet Watersports’ hybrid adjustable Fleet SUP paddle is a decent stick
to wield if you’re a sweeper looking to step up your machine from bog
standard. Falling in the mid-range, with a price point that’ll be very
attractive, it’s a blade and shaft combo that suits a variety of scenarios
and paddler types. The carbon blade is efficient whilst the fibreglass
shaft gives an easier going experience than some super stiff carbon
types available. Hornet’s adjustment mechanism does need to inspected
every so often to make sure the screws are nice and tight and there’s no
slippage. All in though not a bad SUP paddle to have at your disposal.
Price: $139.99
www.hornetwatersports.com/collections/sup/products/paddle-fitspecial-black-carbon-fiber-standup-paddleboard-fleet-paddle-byhornet-watersports

MORE
BOARD
TIME

* Add our 3K Carbon adjustable paddle for only £100 (RRP £149.00)
* Pro versions available with Carbon rails and Honeycomb Carbon fins for an extra £100.

Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£579.00

£599.00

£649.00

£629.00

8'6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9'x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10'x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10'6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11'x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11'x30.5"x6"
Weight-15.5KG
Volume-230lt
12'6"x31"x6"
Weight-16.5KG
Volume-247lt

£999.00

Length-12’6”
Width-26”
Depth to 8.5”

www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

On point
Sungod Sierras polarised
sunglasses

Doubled up
Protest his ‘n’ hers boardies
w w w. p ro t e s t . e u

We first got our mitts on Sungod’s Renegades sunnies a
while back. With a pedigree in action sports, across a variety
of disciplines, we found the customisable Renegades a
worthy inclusion to anyone’s stand up paddle boarding kit
box. Having recently launched their new Sierras model we
thought we should see how these stack up.
As noted in our Renegades review the option of being able to
customise and design your own sunnies look via the extremely
user friendly Sungod website is a huge tick in the box. Being an
internet company you’d expect this to be the case but it isn’t
always so. With a few clicks you can have your chosen frames,
lenses and icons all in a virtual basket and ready for next day
delivery (if ordered in enough time).
Upon landing the Sierras are well packaged and protected. Out
in the open and they’re lightweight, funky looking and on point
as far as styling goes. They’re also super robust which backs up
the back claim of them being adventure proof and able to last a
lifetime.

Protest have certainly upped their game in the last few years
culminating in their current apparel range that’s both
performance orientated and stylish. This second batch of
Protest gear (see last issue’s must have summer accessories
article) features the men’s Tower and Double shorts – part of
the brand’s PVRE range – while for the women it’s the Legian
and Joella.

Fit wise and the Sierras come up slightly narrower than some
but are still big enough to completely block out unwanted glare
and UV. They’re comfy around the ears – not too tight and
headache inducing – whilst remaining practical and able to fit
a variety of applications. So much so that we took them afloat
a few times where they ended up covered in saltwater and
sand. In all instances they remained dependable and fit for
purpose. We’d recommend a retaining strap if you also take
them on the water as they don’t float. This is the only minor
point we could find.

All products are manufactured to high end specs with
performance in mind. Gone are the days of super baggy shorts
instead replaced by a more tailored fit of surf/SUP apparel.
Actually this is a lot better in our book but it’s worth bearing in
mind – especially with the chap’s garments – they can come
up a tad small. So if you’re bigger boned or all bulging muscles
then you may consider a size up. This isn’t the case with
Protest’s Legian and Joella women’s offerings.

CONCLUSION
Great looking, with modern styling, and easily customisable
Sungod’s latest Sierras frames are choice sunnies that a large
number of SUPers will find favour with. Not all shades fit beach
applications as well and will stand the test of time like a pair of
Sungod’s. Check out the brand’s website for alternative colours
and ranges. We love ‘em!

In the water and Protest boardies are great when air temps
ramp up. So much so they’re almost forgettable, which is great
if chasing waves or bumps and you end up taking a dip. The
last thing you want to be concerned with is how well your
bottom threads are fitting.

Price: £65

A true test of boardies, that are to be used in ocean
environments, is the chafe factor. Merging from beach to water
scenarios does mean (obviously) your gear is going to end up
damp. It’s a faff getting changed all the time post-dip so being
able to walk from put in to wherever, without developing the
dreaded ‘John Wayne’, shows how quick drying and non-rash
inducing a pair of boardies can be. We can happily report that
Protest’s summer threads are trustworthy in this department
and therefore truly amphibious.

www.sungod.co/shop/custom/sierras?id=sierras-sf_Mblacksle_Prose-si_Brosegold

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

w w w. s u n g o d . c o

CONCLUSION
Stylish fitting, with on point prints, plus functionality in both wet
and dry scenarios Protest his ‘n’ her boardshorts have been put
extensively to the test to check these points out. Here at SUPM
Towers we require water wear on an almost daily basis – due to the
amount of SUP equipment testing being carried out. Protest shorts
certainly fit the bill and they’re a welcome addition to our summer
SUP wardrobe.
Prices: Double: £49.99; Tower: £59.99; Legian: £29.99; Joella: £27.99
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Learn SUP in
London with
Active360
Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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HIGHLY COMPETITIVE
‘PEACE OF MIND’
INSURANCE COVER

Board & SUP
insurance at the touch of a button

www.craftinsure.com
or call: 03452 607888
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Become
a Member

Be a part
of British
Canoeing
Join today at:
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

Call our membership team on:
00
T: 0300 0119 500
Join us online at www.britishcanoeing.org.uk

#strongertogether

